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In the past few years dynamical groups and symmetries have played 
an increasing role in the understanding of quantmn mechanical problems 
in atomic, nuclear and particle physics. (l) The investigation of the 
symmetries of simple exactly solvable quantum mechanical systems is 
necessary for the understanding of the appearance of these symmetries in 
elementary particle physics where the Hamiltonians are not too well 
known. Whereas the application of finite groups in molecular and solid 
state physics has long been known, (Z) it is only in the past decade that 
the importance of continuous Lie groups, compact as well as non-compact, 
has been recognized~ Apart from the three dimensional rotation group 
0(3), the existence of 0(4) symmetry: in the non-relativistic hydrogen 
atom was first pointed out by Fock(3) who studied the Schrodinger equa~ 
tion in momentum space. Fock and Pauli explained successfully the ap-
pearance.of accidental degeneracy in terms of this bigger symmetry. The 
connection between this accidental degeneracy and the separability of the 
Schrodinger.equation in two different coordinate systems, spherical and 
parabolic, has been shown by Bargmann to be a deep group theoretic re-
lationship. 
Jauch and Hill (4), as also Baker(S), pointed out the SU(3) symmetry 
of the isotropic three dimensional harmonic oscillator. They demonstrated 
the invariance of the non-relativistic Hamiltonian with respect to uni-
2 
tary unimodular transformations and later workers showed the explicit 
construction of the generators and the Lie algebra of the group of this 
Hamiltonian. Both of these simple atomic systems have the three dimen-
sional rotation group 0(3) as a subgroup which fact makes it possible to 
represent the respective solutions in terms of angular momentum states. 
These group structures were studied, however, only for understanding the 
bound state energy spectrum but their other applications of use in ex-
perimental physics was not recognized. Interest in these groups and 
synnnetries was renewed(6) when the method of dynamical groups in under-
standing elementary particles and their interactions, prbved successful 
especially because in the latter case the interactions and the Hamil-
tonians are almost unknown. Furthermore a re-study of these simple 
atomic systems led to a deeper understanding of the group representa-
tions themselves. 
On the other hand a more concrete use of these synnnetries is being 
made. The 0(4) symmetry of the coulomb field, in conjunction with the 
Green's function method, was exploited by Lieber(?) for the evaluation 
of the Bethe logarithm in Lamb shift and comparison with experiment. In 
nuclear structure calculations and the interpretation of the properties 
of excited states Elliott(S) used the SU(3) group extensively. It is a 
well known fact that the discovery of the Q is mainly due to the Octet 
model of Gell Mann based on the SU(3) group. In all these cases even 
experimentally meaningful numerical results were obtained from group 
theory. It is for these reasons that a study of the group properties of 
the coulomb field and their applications have been taken up for study in 
this thesis. 
The Hamiltonian introduced by Dirac to describe the relativistic 
3 
motion of the electron.in·the hydrogen atom does not partake ot the 
synnnetry of the non-relativistic hydrogen atom. An approximate Hamil~ 
tonian was introduced by Biedenharn and SwamyC9) which removes this de-
feet. This Synnnetric Hamiltonian has even a higher symmetry than the 
Schrodinger Hamiltonian an4 the error involved in the use.of· t~is is 
rather small .in most·cases of interest. It has the added merit of 
simplicity in practical applications in preference to the Dirac equa-
tion. This thus opened up the possibility of the ·study of the synnnetry 
of the relativistic coulomb field, and its practical applications. 
In Chapter II a review of the symmetry of the non-relativistic 
hydrogen atom is presented especially because. its non-invariance group 
has been fully understood only recently. The invariance and non-invar-
iance groups of .the Dirac Hamiltonian as well as the Synnnetric Hamil-
tonian are·discussed and their irreducible representations classified. 
The group structure of the continuum states is also discussed. 
In Chapter III we discuss a special Hilbert Space:intr()duced by 
Bargmann and transformations in this which make it convenient to study 
the group properties of simple quantum mechanical systems like the 
coulomb.field and the harmonic oscillator. In the spirit of the Dirac 
quantum mechanical Transformation Theory Pauling and Podolsky calculated 
the solutions of the Schrodinger equation for the hydrogen atom in mo-. 
mentum space a~ early as 1928. Later Fock and Bargmann developed the 
connection betwe~n the solutions in momentum space and .group theory. 
The Synnnetric Hamiltonian has also been studied in momentum space in 
this chapter. Bargmann and Park established the group theoretic connec-
tion between the solutions of the hydrogen atom in.spherical and para-
bolic coordinates. This is.brought out even more elegantly in Fock-
4 
Bargmann space. 
In 1962 Pasternack and Sternheimer evaluated certain radial inte-
grals of importance in connection with certain selection rules in elec-
tromagnetic transitions by direct computation. Biec:i.enharn and others, 
in their coulomb excitation studies, calculated by extensive use of 
contour .integration techn:i,.ques similar radial matrix elements in the 
basis of cont:Lnuum states. It transpires, however, that both these re-
sults can be derived elegantly by meaI).s of an operator calculus based on 
the synnnetry of the coulomb field. A comprehensive discussion of this 
forms the.contt?nt of Chapter IV. 
A practical application of the Symmetric Hamiltonian has been made 
to study the relativistic Stark effect because in plasma physics the 
experimental Stark shifts are indirectly used for the measurement of 
the applied electric field and a quantum mechanical study of the.relati-
vistic Stark effect has not received much attention till now. For com-
parison use is also made of the exact Dirac Hamiltonian. Agreement of 
the theoretical calculations with experiment is dis~ussed~ This is done 
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CHAPTER II 
SYMMETRY OF THE COULOMB FIELD 
In this chapter we will discuss·the symmetry of the Coulomb field. 
The Kepler problem has been the most extensively investigated one in 
.dynamics and.it is, like the harmonic oscillator,· an exac,tly solvable 
central force problem in classical as well as quantum mechanics. Both 
have accidental degeneracies, that is, they are more degenerate than 
implied by their obvious geometrical invariance under the three dimen-
sional rotation group S0(3). 
In Section I we .will.discuss the symmetry of the non-relativistic 
Coulomb field as described by time independent Schrodinger equation with 
the Coulomb potential. Here we will develop the 0(4) (the four dimen-
sional.orthogonal group) symmetry of the problem, introduce Runge.,-Lentz-
+ Pauli vector A and discuss the global method of Fack. Consequences of 
this symmetry will be reviewed. 
In Section II a brief discussion of symmetry of the relativistic 
Kepler problem, as described by Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian will be pre-
sented. Then we will investigate the symmetry and group structure of 
(approximate) relativistic Symmetric Hamiltonian introduced by Bieden-
harn and Swamy, 
Section I 
An explanation of the accidental degeneracy of-the non-relativistic 
7 
I<epler problem was given as early as 1926 by Pauli(l) by pointing out 
the existence of a hermitian form of the classical Runge-Lentz(2)" vector 
+ t.. Using the properties of A he was able to find the energy levels of 
the hydrogen atom within the frame work of Heisenberg's matrix mechanics. 
Later in 1935 Fock(3) showed that in momentum space one could project it 
steriographically on the surface of the unit sphere in a four dimensional 
space in such a way that the relevant integral equation becomes the 
eigenvalue equation for hyper spherical harmonics. We elaborate below 
this method which is some times referred to as the global method(4). 
The non-relativistic quantum mechanical Kepler problem in coordi-
nate space for an attractive Coulomb potential is 
a.zfic. ) ,,, ( 8 ,i,) 
.,, r' '.,, r 
2 
= E 1/J(r,8,¢), a.=~ (1) 
According to Dirac's transformation theory, the three dimensional Fourier 
transform of the above equation gives the momentum space representation. 
1 + The term - tjJ(r) gives rise to a convolution integral and we get 
r 
p2 + 
(2m - E) ¢(p) 
3 
= _k __ J d p tjJ(q) 
27r211 I q-p 12 
(2) 
Since in case of bound states E is negative and we introduce the quan-
tity 
P 2 = -2mE > 0 
0 
and the energy dependent Fock variables 
(3) 
8 
~1 = ~2 = 
2 po Py 
2 2 p + p 
0 
= sin a sin e cos ·~ sin a sin e sin ~ 
(4) 
2 2 
po - p 
~4 = cos 0\ 2 
+ p 2 po 
= 
2 po ~z 
2 2 p + p 
0 
= sin a cos ~ 
in polar form. With these coordinates dr.l = sin.2a da sin e de d'tfl and· 
dP = dP dP dP 2 = P2dP sin e de d~ x y 
the variables to 
= 
1 (P 2 + P2) 3 dQ again changing 
8P 3 o 
0 
(5) 
And using the Green's function approach Fock has shown that the appro-




The hyperspherical hormonics are 







where rrJl(n,a) are the solutions.of the differential equations 
2 cot a dd -- ·-da 
Jl (.H 1) 
. 2 1T ,Q, + 
sin a 
The 1TJl functions also satisfy the .ladder relations 
d1TR-
- da + ,Q, ctg a 'IT t (n,a) 
= 
d1T Jl da + (Jl+l) ctg a 1TJl(n,a) 
2 (n -1) 1T R- = 0 





According to Malkin and Manko the invariant group signified by Eqn. (5) 
is 0(4)(5), whereas Equation (6) signifies that the non-invariance group 
is 0(4,2) non-compact group(7). Next we briefly sketch the generators 
and Casimir invariants of the 0(4) group. 
The 0(4) Group(S, 9 ,lO) 
The generators of 0(4) group are well known(6), (11, 12, 13 and 
_ 1i2v2 _ azfic) + A1 , A2 , A3). A commutes with H (= Zm r and if we normalize A 
as 
A + (1/1-zmg) A (11) 
the quantum mechanical commutation relations lead to the Lie algebra of 
the generators 





djk is Levi chivitila tensor. 
(lZ) 
the six·operators Land A are, therefore, the infinitesimal generators of 
the 0(4) group. The structure constants are simply C~. 
iJ 
= ic:ijk and 
form the condition for a semi-simple compact Lie group. We can.use the 
. . . b c (ll) h . . f h prescription given y arton to get t e invariants o t e group. 
The two invariants are 
AZ+ Lz =NZ - 1 (13) 
++ ++ L·A = A·L = 0 (14) 
where N is the energy determining (principal) quantum number. The first 
invariant is called· the Casimir invariant, becau.se Casimir showed that 
µv x x commutes with all x ' where g µ \) µ c:>- (d µv 
= L. CY)._ g t'-(6 ta> 
and in our case gµv = 8 The Equation (14) is the condition for a µv 
symmetric representation of the group. 
Section II 
This·section deals with the symmetry of the relativistic CoulOmb 
field. The Dirac Coulomb problem in general can be described by the 
time-dependent equation as 
= ih ~ at (15) 
and for the stationary states by 
whe.re p and cr's are Dirac and Pauli 2 x 2 matrices12 •13• The direct 
product of p ,cr. = a.., and .of 1 and p3 = S. In other words the above 1 1 
equation is written in p space. The bound state solutions of this 





are the basis fu,nctions of the irreducible representations of the spin~ 
12 
The quantum numbers N, K and µ take the following values 
N = 1, 2, 3, 
K -N, -N + 1, ---- -1, + 1, ----, N - 1, 
µ = 
Since Dirac equation is invariari.t under Lorentz transformation, we would 
expect that these solutions must form basis functi.ons for some irreduci-
ble representations of the Lorentz group. Lorentz group can.again be 
classified as homogeneous Lorentz group and inhomogeneous Lorentz group. 
A most general transformation in a Minkowsky 4 space is called proper 
orthochtonous inhomogeneous. Lorentz group of which homogeneous Lorentz 
15 group is a subgroup Here we will develop some of the basic .material 
+ to show that ljJ (r) 1 s actually form the basis functions for the irre-
nq1 
ducible representation v1 of the prqper orthochronous inhomogeneous 
"2' () 
Lorentz group, which is also called as Poincare group P(3,1) 16 • This is, 
of course, an external symmetry of the Coulomb problem. Since Poincare 
group is neither a semisimple (because it has an invariant subgroup) nor 
a simple groupl7,lB,l9 , we will .first construct the irreducible repre-
sentations of a related simple noncompact group, and through contraction 
get the ir~educible representations of P(3,l) group. The simple non-
compact group under reference here is the De Sitter group 0(4,1). 
The gist as stated by Inonu and Wigner is the following: From a 
physical point of view we are primarily interested in the relations 
between the unitary irreducible representations of two groups which are 
related to each other through a contraction. One way (the one which.we 
will follow) of obtaining representations of the group obtained by con-
traction, from t~e representations of the contracted group, is to con-
sider, together with the process of contraction, the limit of special ' 
13 
sets of representations~ 
The De .-Sitter ,Group and its Unitary Representations 
The group of real homogeneous .linear ·transformation of w, x, -y, z, 
and t t,hat leaves 
-t2 + w2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = invariant 
is the De Sitter group 0(4,1). The Lie algebra of 0(4,1) has ten basis 
+ 
elements which may be chosen as M = (M1 , M2, M3) 
+ P = (P1 , P2, P3) and P0 • These satisfy the commutation relations 
[~,MR_] = i e:kR.m M m 
[Nk,NR.] = -i e:kR.m N m 
[Pk~PR.] = i e:kR. M m m. 
[~,NR.] =· [Nk ,irf.R.] = i e: N (20) kR.m m 
[~,PR.] = [Pk,MR.] = i e:kR.m p m 
[Po,Nk] = i pk • [Po,Pk] = i Nk , 
[Pk,NR.] -· i 0kR. Po 
All the generators are assumed to be he~mitian. He~e we can distinctly 




We readily see. that .this is the Lie algebra of a four dimensional ortho-
+ + gonal semi-simple compact Lie group 0(4), whereas M and N form a sub-
algebra, the Lie algebraof homogeneous Lorentz.group L(3,l) ~ 0(3,1). 
It is well known that representation spaces H .. , of 0(4) are (2j + 1) 
JJ 
(2j' + 1) dimensional and.one can construct the unitary representation 
space of 0(4,1) by the direct sum of all representation spaces H <2o) 
. . j j ' • 
H = ~ j j I H .. I JJ 
I + +2 + +2 In H .. 1 one ci;i.n·choose a basis j,µ,j',µ'> where (M + P) , (M - P) , 
JJ 
(21) 
(M3 + P 3) and (M3 - P 3) are diagonal. The matrix elements of various 
operators are given by Dixmier(2l) and are reviewed by Strom(22). 
0(4,1) has two independent invariants, which are 
G = 




The eigenvalues of these two operators can be used to !able the irreduci-
ble representations of the De Sitter group. There are two distinct 
classes of unitary representations of 0(4,1). They are continuous and 
discrete classes. 
The Continuous Class 
Let 'J designate an irreducible representation, where r and cr ·are 
ra 
connected to the eigenvalues of the invariant operator. The three sub-
classes are 
(1) The irreducible representation Y with r = 1,2,3, ··~··· and 
rcr 
15 
er> 0 where r = min(j + j 1 ). 
(2) The irreducible representition with r = 1/2, 3/2, ..•• , er>\. 
(3) For r = O, with er > -2 the representation v . 
· · oer 
To see how these come about we need .the complete matrix elements of a11· 
the generators. Rather than writing the matrix elements, we have more 
explicitly 
f_ (M3-~) /j f-J'fl) = f- /j !f;/ f') 
~ (N3+ ~) /J f j' f-) = f-' /J f' j f'> , .1 { (M1-P+) I j f'/ ?-') = (J+-t)(J'±t-+fJ/Jftl,Jf) 
~ (M± +~)I Jt-/ f') = /(J '+f!)(J 'J-/+j/JtJ';lj> 
~ . 
Mt= (11 It t' N-2); f\r:t ::c (tv; t l'N'J) ~= (~ ±t'{j , 
Those given above have the step up and step down operator structure 
similar to SU(2), on the othet'.' hand N+, N_, N3 and P0 give a complicated 




"'3 I J f! J' p'> 
= ~ f- AJJ 1 [ {Q'+f-~J&·!.;·4j) /J+f ,f+t,J4:,t~f) 
.,_ {(J-~r00j+J /i+-t, f-t)J+f ,f4-t>j 
+ BjJ' [- /(/-f-)(F-;+v /i-t) f+j,/t-j,;/-J) 
+ / (J +- t-) (J '+t--'+V I J- f ;f-t ;J+fii/J 
+ ciJ, [ V (J+f-+} (J ~f :J /i1-f ,;;,+t;J!-tr~o 
+ ((J-·~ +·~=cJ~-f-J /J+t)f-f ,jLf 1f~ 
~ [ /( \ ( . • .-!\ J 1 / / 1 I / I~\ +-~'JI - J-f-j~ J'-f; J - 2 J f +i ;J-2;f~ 





Po / J f-J' fl') 
= t f ltjj, r v·-ri_+--_f-_-H_0_( J-,~-f-,.,..0-/1+-i,f-+t,J'.,_f,/1>. 
-/Q·-t-i-+ 1)(J'+p'+V I J+t; f-f, J+t, f 4)] 
+ BJ1· [vu- fl) u ,_ fl+0/J-±,t-+f,J+-{,t~::) 
+ j ( J +-- f) (J'+ f-' +!) /J-i) fl--; ,j!i-;_,t~ 
+ CJj' [ V(i+{t+1) (Y+ f- 1) I j + i , f+; ,p-f 1f4) 
+ VU-f+O(JL1<0 /J+i1f<-i 1/{ 1/tj 
+ ~J' [-/(J-fJO'!_tcJ /J-i ;f+t)Y-t 1fif) 
+ /C'+11-) (Y-f~ /J-f 1 f--±1JLt)11~i1 
(28) 
The constants A .. ,, B .. ,, C .. ,, and P .. , ar·e .determined by commutation 
JJ JJ JJ JJ 
relations, unitarity and irreducibility conditions. They can be chosen 
as real and it turns out that(Z 3) 
D • • , o: A . 1 • , 1 , And C . . , = - B . .i • , 1 ( 2 9 ) JJ J-~,J -~ JJ ],....~,] __...~ 
In terms of new parameters !land n where !l = j + j 1 + 1 and n = j' - j 
we can rewrite A, B, C and Das A .. , =a , B .. , = b , C .. , = c 0 and JJ !ln JJ !ln JJ ivn 





= /Ci-\'~) ci+r+1) (.Q,(i+I) + cr) 
(.Q.-n)(i~n+l)(.Q,+n)(.Q,+n+l) 
= /(p-n) ('p+n+l) (n(n+l) + cr) 
I (i-n~l) (i-n) (i+n) (i+n+l) 
and the values of invariants are given by for v 
rcr 
<G> = ~r(~tl) + 2 + cr 
<F> = -rcr+1)cr 











Now we can consider the connection between 0(4,1) and the Poincare 
group P(3,1). We consider the contraction by putting 
+ + 
P = A. P = A. P p (34) 
20 
where now small p's are the operators. With this substitution the com-
mutation relations become 
= i f.. 2 N And = (35) 
whereas.all other·commtitation relations.remain the same except that we 
have to replace p for P and p for Pin Equation (20). In the limit 
. 0 0 
-+ -+ -+ 
/.. -+ o, M, N, p and p have the Lie algebra 0 . 




This is nothing but the Lie algebra of Poincare group P(3,l) or 0(3,1). 
The invariants are 
G' 




The physical meaning of these two invariants. was discussed by Wigne.r (l9) 
and Pauli(lS). They show that G' corresponds to the rest mass of the 
particle wherect.Z F' corresponds to the spin of the particle tim~s the 
rest mass. 
The relation between the quantum numbers for a particle in Dirac 
C011lomb field N, K, and µ, and the eigenvalues of the operators given 
above are worked out by Fradkin (l7) and we will not repeat them here, 
because the dialation operator which he and (independently) Barut, intro-
21 
duce, is a very complicated thing and in deriving its relationships to 
the operators we might lose· the insight and elegance that the group 
theoretic approach is-suppose to give. 
Relativistic Symmetric Hamiltonian 
It was pointed out in Section 1 that even though the dynamical 
symmetry group of Schrodinger Coulomb Hamilto:p_ian and Dirac Coulomb 
Hamiltonian is the same, t~eir invariant symmetry groups are different 
and that the basi'.s functions that span the complete Hilbert space of 
Schrodinger Coulomb Hamiltonian correspond to the irreducible represen-
tation "1 while that for Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian correspond to the 
· · 'ocr 
irreducible representation )/1 • It also should be noted that Dirac 
'20 
Coulomb problem does not belong to the invariant group 0(4), to which 
Schrodinger problem belongs. Beidenharn and Swamy intrbduced an approxi-
mate relativistic Hamiltonian(24 ) in 1964. It was shown by Russians 
Mulkin and Manko(2S) and Fradkin and Kiefer(l7) in 1967 that this 
Hamiltonian has-an advantage over both Dirac and Schrodinger representa-
tions in the sense the wavefunctions of this Symmetric Hamiltonian form 
the bases functic.ms of irreducible representation Y1 but unlike Dirac, 
'2ct -
its invariant'subgroup is still the compact' semi-simple Lie group 0(4). 
This added advantage should clarify many of the symmetry effects and 
separate distinctly in to relativistic effects and spin effects. This 
point will _be elaborated through out ·-this thesis, whenever need arises. 
Following is a brief review of relativistic Symmetric Hamiltonian. 
The Symmetric Hamiltonian approximates Dirac Hamiltonian with 
Coulomb with an error of the order of (a~ 2 /x_, where a is Sommerfeld 
fine structure constant and K is Dirac angular momentum quantum number. 
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The behaviour of art electron in an attractive Coul.omb field is described 
by the Hamiltonian . 
= -1l=c=l 
where p and o's are Dirac.and Pauli 2 x 2 matrices with p3 diagonal. 





is responsible for the.fine structure of the energy levels of hydrogen 
atom. The states of .. the discre,te spectrum of the symmetric Hamiltonian 
are characterized by the principle quantum number N, have the energy 
E = M 1J 1 + (!Sl) 2 and a.re 2N2 fold degenerate: The energy levels inci~ 
o N 
dentally go over into the non-relativistic .Bohr levels in the first ap-
proximation when a binomial expansion is made of the denominator. With 
S =Exp[-~ p ~·tA sin h-l ~'the Hamiltonian H 0 can be obtained as 1 2 · ~ · SI-' 
the transformation 
= S 2 H 1 p = 
where H is the Dirac plane wave equation. p Let us put 
-1 s1 Hsym s1 • Then we get the bound state ~igenvalue problem as 
(41) 
(42) 
Thesolutions of the Equation (42) are worked out.in reference (24) and 
. . 
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for continuous state by Chatterji(Z?), and more accur~~ely by Fradkin(2B). · 
The normalized bound state wavefunction in spherical coordinates are 




m /l+(az)2 0 
N 
z 
where kb = Na , a0 is the first Bohr radius. 
0 
Symmetry and Invariant Properties of B.S. Hamiltonian 
+ + The total angular momentum operator J and the Dirac operator K 
commute with the Symmetric Hamiltonian. 





A generalized Coulomb helicity Lippman-johnson(2g) operator in this case· 
is given by 
(46) 
The commutation relations are 
[li,AJ = 0 = [1,XJ = (47) 
-2 -+2 -+2 2 
and A + K -+ N where N is the operator given by 
(48) 
Hence here we have an operator which explains the degeneracy w.r.t. sign 
-+ -+ 
of K, and operator J which is generalization of L. The operator which 
corresponds to non-relativistic Runge-Lentz vector though complicated, 
is constructed by Swamy(24 ). For qth component 
= 
-+ -+ 1+p3 
f 8 -2 [ (crxL) ( ) H] I ' 2 q -2- ' 1/JNKµ (49) 
+ An operator B (K in their notation) can be defined as 
(50) 
.i ' -+ 
whe. re (B) . tjJN can be defined in terms of (r.l). tjJN. • So the Lie alge-
,· q Kµ q Kµ 
bra for bound states is, 
[Ji,J J. 
. J = 
the invariant.relations happen to be 




-+ + 2 (J + B) = (53) 
Equations (Sf) to (53) show that the invariant group to which Synunetric 
Hamiltonian belongs is 0(4) but Equation (52) shows that the irreducible 
representation now is not v of 0(4,1) but that it is v1 • That is o,cr ~cr 
the basis functions do not belong to symmetric .representation as is the 
case with non.,...relativistic Coulomb problem. This is, of course, the 
first order equation, but when we go to the quadrated equation then it· 
should be 0(4) x SU(2,2), because SU(2,2) is the symmetry of the Dirac 
15 operators. 
Continuum State Wavefunction 
It has been shown by Malkin and Manko, that for the .positive energy 
states the symmetry of the Schrodinger equation in terms of generators 
A = ch,2 _m 2_H2) ~[ (lxp - pxL) + o:ZEr] 
0 
·+ 
and Lis SL(2,G). This is because of the commutation relations 
= (56) 
and most important 
(57) 
an important - sign in Equation (57) distinguishes this Lie algebra 
from the Lie algebra of the bound state generators (Equation 12). The 
above algebra belongs to SL(2,C) generators. It should be noted that 
this group is isomorphic to the homogeneous orthochronous Lorentz 
( 30) group • 





z: <t. + iA. ) 2 i l. l. 








2a.Z < p 
we can write c1 and c2 as 
= 
= 
(m iL1 m iA 
- -1 - .:::..L) (- + 1 - .:!L) 2 2 2 2 
m in m if'. (- -1 + =.r_) (- + 1 + --) 2 2 2 2 and 
< 00 






Since the Dirac matrices Y. commute with the Schrodinger Hamiltonian, 
l. 
the full symmetry of the equation is SL(2,C) X SU(2,2) for continuum 
= (61) 
~ 
= = -2iN (62) 
Using the same p as above we can say that the whole space.of the states 
27 
with energy E is decomposed in to two spaces H+ and H_. Here H+ and H_ 




= -1, p = i + 2a.ZE 
/E2-m 2 
0 
and m = 1, p = 
Thus we see that in case of Symmetric Hamiltonian in 
-i + 2a.ZE 
I 2 · 2 E -m 
0 
case of bound 
(63) 
states the invariant group is 0(4) and the dynamical group is 0(4,1). 
The wavefunctions form the bas Ls for irreducible representation. The 
continU"um state wavefunctions, with proper choice of generators and 
th,eir normalization, form irreducible representation of SL.(2,C). The 
. . J 
dynamical group is at least as large as SL.(2,C) x SU(2,2). 
J 
In the subsequ~nt chapters the discussion of momentum space wave-
functions, Fack-Bargmann representation is given, The importance of 
generating function will be discussed. 
Some important consequences of the symmetry relations are discussed 
in a different chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
FOCK BARGMANN SPACE, MOMENTUM REPRESENTATION 
OF SYMMETRIC HAMILTONIAN AND COEFFICIE~TS 
CONNECTING FREE FIELD AND STARK 
WAVEFUNCTIONS OF HYDROGEN ATOM 
In the first section we will discuss the vectors in Fock Bargmann_.: 
space, the integral kern.el and its connection to the generating function · 
of various spacial f.u"Q.ctions arising in quantum mechanics. We will dis-
tinguish between Green's functions arising in the Extended Hilbert space 
of .ordinary quantum mechanics and the integral kernels in the Fack' 
Bargmann space which is also a vector in Hilbert space. 
In second section .we will discuss momentum wavefunctions of the 
S~etric.Hamiltonian. 
At ·the end of the chapter we will derive coefficients connecting 
free field and Stark wavefunctions of the hydrogen atom from the group 
t.heoretic:.al'points.of view arid compare it with recent publi.shed work. 
' This will prove that the powerful techniques of group theory c·an also give 
quantita~ive .results and a better und~rstanding of ,the proc·esses. in-
volveclo 
Section I 
The states of a quantum mechanical system of n degrees of freedom 
aI'e usually descril;>ed by fun(!tions either in coordinate.real space 
30 
31 
(q1---qn) or momentum space (p1---pn). But the complex coordinates 
1 1 gk = - (q + ip ) and n. = -- (q - ipk) play an important 'ro'le not rr k. k •K /2 k 
only in quantum field theory bl,lt also in classical mechanics. 1- 2 We can 
and [ 
Fock~ was the first to realize the importancerof this comb;lnation co..., 
ordinate system and as early as 1928; he introduced tlie operator solu-
tion for commutation relation [~k' nk] = 1 as ~k = f- in analogy with 
nK 
the Schrodinger operator solution p = -i ~ of the commutation rela-
• K oqK 
tion [cik,pk] = i where.k refers to a cartesian index. BargmannCl) 
studied the function space on which the Fock solutions are realized. We 
call this Hilbert space(Fn) as Fack-Bargmann space. He also discussed 
the connection between this Hilbert space and ordinary H:f.1bert space 
(H) of sqµare integrable functions IP (q) or IP (p). 
n .n n 
We summarize below some of the results peculiar to this Hilbert 
space·F • 
n 
The complex variables Zi and let Z = (Z1---Zn) stand for a point 
in a coplex n dimensional space en. Let Z = x + iy where x and y e: R 
n 
the real n dimensional space. There exists a function p (x,y) which is 
n 




The connection between two Hilbert spaces is given by 
J A'"-' ( 2; cv) 'r {V cl ~ft 
(3) 
ct crl)'\, 
Which is a unitary mapping of H on to F , which properly relates the 
n n 
a 
operators ~,n of Hn to Z, az of Fn. So for any given Hamiltonian if we 
determine p (x,y) and A (z,q) then we have a complete knowledge of Hil-
n n 
bert space F in terms .-0f Hilbert ·.space H • The volume element dµ (Z) 
n n n 
in F is connected to p (x,y) by relation 
n n 
(4) 
The most important feature of the Fack-Bargmann space is in the fact 
that the basis vectors in this space are simplest orthonormal set of 
vectors. 
2 rr-., I 
vtrvv, ! 
for one dimensional space (5) 
If f is an entire function in tqe n dimensional Fack-Bargmann space 
then f has the form 
where ~'s are integers. 
!fr../'. 2 TT A (6) 
k {;;1 
K.· 




Which is also a vector in the Fack-Bargmann space. All other details of 
inequality, normalization, etc., are given in Bargmann's article and we 
will not repeat them here, with the exception . of the linear harmonic 
oscillator which is here 9-iscussed to illustrate Bargmann's ideas. In 
Section IV of this chapter we will make use of the wave functions in 
Fock~Bargmann space corresponding to hydrogen at:om in the spherical and 
parabolic coordinates and show how clearly one can bring out the hidden 
Clebch-Gordqn connection between these two types of wave functions. 
Fack-Bargmann Space Wave Functions 
for Harmonic Oscillator 
The Hamiltonian for n identical uncoupled linear Harmonic oscilla-
tors after subtracting the zero point energy, is given by 
~ .t;\..-
H j_ J:_ ( pk. 'L +Cf/<. IJ._ - !) :: k.~ 1-t_ ~/::. (9) rv 2. /(=:.I 
The wavefunctions in q space (coordinate space) are expressed in terms 
H =A 
n 
H A-l is the Hamiltonian in Z space and is equal to ~ Z 
n K K 
a 
-3 - ,(11) 
zl<' 
Th:is latter expression is in fact part of the underlying philosophy of 
the Ba.1c.-gmann approach, So the eigenvalue equation in Z space for the 
uncoupled Harmonic oscillators becomes. 
34 
This reduces the analysis of H to a triviality. The eigenfunctions are 
1 12 )= rj._ z'J · f"' 2:. ()(_ • .. d, 2M1 • · 2/Y--'r.. 
'"'"'i ~ K 1 l'rf\1 I ) ~ JV'.. I )\;(13) ~ Yr1 • ' ' , """' 
I 1. 
;.r.... M 
And I+ f ( ?-) = ~ / 'IYv/ ~. . . ol."" 21 '· .. 2~"" 
WVtr-i... · I 11 
So eigenvalue I 2 
= l. = J "rv'--/ -= m 1 -t- m'l- + · · ·rf .M tY\.-
J-(2) = f A~(2) cp) t(q;) d~ 
and 'r(°f) ::of Arrv~ (2) if) f (2) d-:z 
Furthermore, 





J(2 ) ::J £ ~: CV!~(2) rrv@;)d.41 
= £ f t:C°0 +-rvC4/Jf ~J c1t 
= J~(~ ~J r:(cv) ~(cpJd~ =!~) ~rv 
;;__ ~ r2 \ :. r Dl ... ci 2 M., _ . 2 Mlyv 
~ l .. 7 ~ .. ~ rt\1 M~ J 1-v- C16) 
Similarly I ~ 
If(~ ~ f £ lf~t)J~ (zJJ~(z)d/1,/2) 
· = t ~ rrrv (rtJ J f:(z) f-,, (2)df v{2J <17) 
= f \f ~[°V JlM rrv ::: '*~('VJ 
Also 
f A~~)V A: (w) ep) o1~t 
=-! c1 cl) eVz. f {(2t.L.+-'Y~)+26 2~ 't~} 
e-V2 f f-(tJ:~i-j-1V2wt'iJ 
~et~ 
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The merit of the Bargmann transformation .is then that because of the 
simplicity of the structure of the Hamiltonian in this space, study of 
its symmetry properties becomes easy. 
Section II 
While discussing the symmetry of the coulomb field in,Chapter II, 
we have indicated the importance of momentum space representation obtain-
ed by Fock to bring out the 0(4) symmetry of non-relativistic Coulomb 
problem. The wavefunctions obtained in this manner by Fock(S) agree 
with those evaluated directly using the Fourier Transform of hydrogenic 
wavefunctions in coordinate space by Pauling and Podolsky(6) in the 
spirit of Dirac's transformation theory. A transformation of Schrodinger 
differential equation has been made by Hylle;aas(7). The result being 
. ·'"": 
not commute. The transformation of Symmetric Hamiltonian and its solu~ 
t.ions in momentum space have been done by Swamy and Biedenharn(S). 
37 
The momentum space' equation in its complexity is.in sharp contrast 
to the integral relationship of Fack, the essential difficulty in such 
transformations being the fa~t that·the Coulomb potential is prescribed 
in coordinate space. The attempts at transforming the relativistic 
Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian and its solutions in momentum space have not 
met with as much success as the non-relativistic c~se. While Levy(g) 
has shown how the Dirac Hamiltonian for arbitrary potentials can be 
transformed into a momentum space integral equation, the solutions(lO) 
even for the Coulomb potential cannot be obtained in closed form. In 
contrast to this situation, however, it turns out that the relativistic 
(approximate) Symmetric Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian(ll) can be transformed 
into momentum space straightforwardly and that .this Hamiltonian has 
solutions in momentum space as simple as those in position space. 
Representation of the Symmetric Ham:i,.ltonian in Momentum Space· 
In order·to derive the momentum space·Ha:ro.iltonian it is convenient 
to start from an inspection of the non-relativistic system. If we write 
the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation with the Coulomb potential as 
the operator l/r can be expressed as 
-fr I Nlef > = ( i/2~ p \ t ~)I Nl:f) (21) 
and this essentially defines a way of handling J.,/r in momentum space. 
From the Dirac rule (l2) 
(22) 
38 
+ + + ++ 
and writing p x r = - L it can simply be shown that cr•r in momentum 
space is given by 
A )!J 
p l8f. + (23) 
+ 
where p =} , the unit ve~tor. ~quations (24) and (22) facilitate, 
+" + + 1 
writing cr•r = cr•r -, the expression of the."Coulomb Helicity Operator" 
r 
t.' S' ( C.) 
We also have the relation 
(25) 
where the bar on the spherical spinors signifies their being expressed 
as functions of the polar angles of the momentum vector, With the help 
of Equations (24) and (25) and introducing the variable 
-(~'; J f-: fa;n ~7- (26) 
we get the 'recursion relation' connecting two radial momentum space 
wavefunctions belonging to R.(K) and R.(-K) 
39 
f-t ('O~ t ~')(' + 9-) - ~c JP~Z~~JFJ 
%-c) V N~ti.. P N't C-t)( Fj 




l~ .!Ii... + I +- t - o(, 2 ~ F (/('(I) :::: l_ I j N'L.. t'J-/ F d rr -r tc. Nl (t) c 1v1 {-r~ 
(13) C?-6 ~ .1'l) 
for coordinate space radial wavefunctions. With the substitutions 
. ~ 
the recursion relation (27) agrees with Equation (27) of Fock within a 
phase factor. 
-
In arder now to go to the relativistic case we need to replace the 
non-relativistic opera.tor Equation (22) by 
I ( 7"'1 "-- ,......,..'L ~ r-v - I p - 1-1 +- ~ H (3o) 2~ 2 
where His now the approximate relativistic Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian. 
Now (choosing -k; = c = 1 as in. RKP II~) 
H ~ sfj_ 1-1 
I f-' __, A . -I cJ.. 2 (31) 
e-f2- f5" 'r' t:,,.Jv ~ (P,CTJ· P-e~ 
2 In H the factor HP is already in momentum space. The operator s1 can be 
written 
......, '/\ s~(' ()( 2 s '2- Q-P"- (], ,..,. ~ I j1 +C*t- rX 2 } /\j - f ri_ 0-c;- 'Y - /(._ 
r--/ 
13A similar recursion relation existing between continuum state 
functions is given in Equation 25 of RKP I. 
(32) 
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Now introducing the operator relation in Equation .00) and·with the help 
of Equation (22) this can be transcribed into momentum space as 
s,"- =: / 1 + (-~2)2-
- f Pi-[~ "'p~ +- t-~ ~2 ~ 2(t-i+0#~ 
and we thus have the integral. equation for the Symmetric Hamiltonian in 
momentum space· 
fl = ,,__I +-(L-~-y-- -[ f~ f ~ f ~ + /-~~i 
x 2~2 ( f 'L_ ~('+rrvo~µ-i {r; ~ F-f/Y 
Using the commutation relation 
[Ci: p) ~~ 
:= ii ~2 ~ [ /?. p ) 2' -; J -t (35) 
l'"V 
. . j_ """i A ~ i) 
: -..2~ ;> f; -; +- 2oL :? !:: ii CJ. ?'" () • f 
the integral equation can be written, after some operator-algebraic 
manipulations, as 
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It is easy to see that this goes over into a free-field Dirac Hamiltonian 
+2 2 -2 in the limit (az) + 0 if we remember that in this case p + m * H 
0 
In view of Hylleraas' equation for the non-relativistic case, this 
complicated Hamiltonian is not a surprising result. 
Transformation of the Wavefunctions 
An even simpler task than the transformation of the Hamiltonian 
happens to be the evaluation of the momentum space wavefunctions. The 
transformation of the solutions of the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian has 
been attempted by Rubinowicz who only succeeded in expressing the 
momentum space radial functions in numerical form. The momentum space 
solution of the Symmetric Hamiltonian is given by the Fourier transform 
of the coordinate space solution 
+ ~(r) satisfies the eigenvalue equation 
NKµ 
-> 71. (Y) 
N+-x.,.,._ (37) 
The coordinate solution is given explicitly by Equation (51) of RKP II 
(39) 
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A and B being numerical functions of N and K. ?ince the Dirac operator 
++ ~ = p3 (cr•L + 1) as well as the angular momentum opera~or have the same 
form in coordinate space and in momentum space (10) the spin angle 
functions in the two spherical 
+ 
and '¥N(p) can be written, . The Kµ 
spinors xµ and xµ are form-invariant 
K -K 
Xµ now being functions of the polar 
K 
angles of the momentum vector. The radial functions M - and }L 
nH -l"T.Q, (--K),P.. (K) 
are those evaluated by Podolsky and Pauling(7). 
(40) 
If one wishes to use the solutions of the Hermitian form of the 
Symmetric Hamiltonian in momentum space, however, more caution is 
needed, In the Fourier transformation, while the spin-angle part of 
the-wavefunctions is carried over in a manner similar to the transfor-
mation of '¥N the radial integrals to be evaluated are of the more Kµ 
general type 
(41) 
This is because in '¥s there is a mixing of .Q,(K) and .Q,(-K) in each com-
ponent of the column vector. We now proceed to evaluate this integral, 
Introducing the variables I; Z 2nr = 2Yr = 2 - r and ~ = =---=- we have 
N N s 
(: , CY) 
. N ( (-k) 
(42) 
'l 
r d 'f 1 
Lb is the associated Laguerre polynomial (7). Equation (42) now be-
a 
comes 
M #J ll (-?<-) 
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In order to evaluate the Hankel Transform, consider the infinite series 
which can be summed as 
(14) 
t (-Jt.) - t U.-) - -h 
lC-x.) + ~tlJc-) [ (;t ,:Z ( -1) :i.. __JJ(l-Jt.) -- --
ON j r ct T f /:;_) 
r Ut>-J-tW-'Hl) r/ c 1-1,) ec.i.c; - et-•) +-1 
, (ltt) l'+e -+3 
(44) 
14This is given explicitly in.reference 2. rn their derivation, 
however, there appears to be·a difference in phase.of between their 
Equation (22) and the step preceding it. 
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oi ~ --
~ F, (CkJ +- ~'c·~) +~ ~ Ct) + U-x) -1-~ ;2. ) ~ 
l-t- i;,_ • 2c-t-2) ) 
- 9 -;++: 
v -.. 
-
e u.; + ~C-1tJ -+- I 
B (I- t) ~ F, N ~ l C-1t_J ( 1-t- tJ llk.) + l-Jt) t 3 
(44a) 
There are three cases to be considered now. 
(a) i(-K) = i + 1 (K negative). By making use of the following re-
lation .between contiguous hypergeometric functions(lS) 




(b) R.(-K) = R. (non-relativistic)~ This case has been treated by 




(c) R.( ) = (R.-1) (K positive). The hypergeometric function F 
-K . 2 1 
in Equation (44a) is degenerate and gets summed as 
' 2. / 
(I ~r) 
( ~ 1+1/+'[i-:2·d-+b']~+i (44c) 









,.....--__..-----( f-f ;· (N-e) I, 
-\) .2 N l N tl-1) I l' 3 
' fJ,.J 
"' [ ( '2 - ~) Ce +I ( x) f ( 1}_jf_ - !±_·.) c' ( } 
>t- AJ -e .(_ x l c x; 
- · N~t 
(45c) 




~ ! MN ll c~.1<) (p) H Nllt>,/P) f ,,_ J f 
-;-;J7.-~ 
N .2 
f--o-i (, f l(-x) 
(46) 
Section III 
Discussion of the Connection Between Field 
Free Wave Function and.the Stark W~ve· 
Functions of the Hydrogen Atom* 
In a recent'paper Tarter derived an expression for the coefficients 
connecting the non-relativistic wavefunctions of hydro·gen atom in. spheri-
cal and parabolic coordinates.. Tarter' s derivation .is ·a mathematical 
expression of one· set wavefunctions ·in .. terms of the other, or stated 
more precisely, an _evaluation of the transfortru;1.tion coefficients con-
necting the repres.entation of· the state vector in Hilbert ·space in two 
different representations, in accordance with Dirac's transformation 
(18-19) (19) 
theory although. this was.done in slightly different form by Rojansky 
several years before Tart~r's work. It ·is the purpose·of this.section 
to b:ring out grot,1p th~oretical meaning of· this mat;hematic~l connection 
which has to ·do.with the peculiar symmetry of the Coulomb field. 
'* A paper with this·title has been suQmitted for publication 
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In Chapter II we have discussed, in detail, the 0(4) symmetry of 
the non-relativistic Coulomb field. + . + Let A be Runge Lentz vector and L 
the angular momentum operator obeying the commutation relations given in 
Equations (12) of Chapter II. From the viewpoint of the 0(4) group 
these commutation relations are the Lie algebra satisfying the six gen-
erators of the group Li and Ai. 
+ 
+ Then we can define two generators L1 
and L2 .by 
-; -J 
l ( L -A) 





[ L I l } t.. ). Jl 
(20,21) Equations (47) mean that the decomposition of the symmetry group~ 
0(4) + 0(3) fx\ 0(3) is possible. The eigenvalues of L_ and L2 are ~ l.Z i 
n2 -n, +M. 
cQ 
Where N is the energy det~rmining principal quantum number. The wave-
functions of the Schrodinger equation for Coulomb field in spherical 
coordinates are simult?...neous eigenfunctions of L2 , Hand L • Whereas 
z 
those in parabolic coordinates diagonalize !!,, A and L • Furthermore, 
z z 
and because of this we get the result that the connection is just a 
quantum mechanical vector addition and, therefore, transformation coef-
ficients are essentially Clebsch~Gordan·coefficients\ L~t cj> n (r, e, cj>) 
n .... m 
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be the wavefunctions in spherical coordinates and cj> . (~,n,cj>} be those 
n1n2m . 
in parabolic coordinates, then 
The different quantum numbers are explicitly given below 
f, 
-=- ~ 2. :k (01-1) - fl , + n'2.. -H IV\ \ - -
o( 
n 2 -n, +h-\ 
/'11 fl I - 1)1.. +W\ /1;i_ --
~ ~ 
The Clebsch•Gordan coefficients can be ex~ 
" pressed in terms of a.hypergeometria function:<22) 
(-0 ~.ti'.,_ f: (1+1, -./.~) / ( '· ~~ -l) ! (t-"') ! -
Ce_,, -ui.) ! a, tf';i..+e 4\) t (t +~ t 
Ct, -;r 2.) l ( 2-, +1)] l I 
( t , t-f1) ! ( f 2--t 11 J ! ,-U-,_ -11-~J I 
F ( - e. + ~I t e.2 /J 
' 3 .:<. ~' -f -l't) +I 2. ) 
If we use the recursion relation'?- 3) 
I 
q' q > -N ; 
I 
C ) I -N-G 
( t -t-t.2... -t-11 J ! 
lf I -/2. -f1.) ! 
e, -11, +I 
~ 
-~ -,(.2., -PI 
and apply. it ·twice it is easy to arri.ve at the result 
'(48) 
__ (49) 
3 F2 ( -{ , n_,_ 1-1nt1 +1, -et"'; 1) 
h1 ti -e-n / ;i 
n, l. ( mH\) ! C ri, tn2-J l (n 1 -~+Mj ! 
( )') I+ YV\ +_I) 1 n I l (n I t ~j 1 (OJ I+ ~ -f -nJ ! 
50 
(50) 





Where A n are the expansion coefficients evaluat;ed by Tarter, 
nx,m 
(51) 
The following few useful relations follow readily from the well known 
symmetry properties of the Clebsch,..Gordan coef.f icients, 
(-u -;-( l+'tv\ ), 
c 
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In the next section we will ·show that wavefunctions have the simplest 
possible form in' the Fock-Bargmann space. This is because -in '"the latter 
mapping the complicated mathematical solutions for· the hydro·gen ·atom 
can be written as simple polynomial in the Z variables •. 
Section IV 
In this section we apply the results derived in Section I to non-
relativistic Coulomb problem. We have shown in Section I that in Z 
space U = N Zm form a complete orthonormal' set. N the normalization 
m m m 
facto+ ~epends upon the.domain of Zand the cQ.oice of appropriate volume 
element dllv(Z.J~ If jzj < 1 the disk, then dµ (Z) can be chosen as y 
ie This choice shows that (with Z = r e ) 
~Ti I JJ 141 c-2) = I S JC i-?) r-1 r o( rJB JT 0 0 1 
And 
= J,,,t/ f r YI? +-U ft "_,. J N: ~I') ((Y-tni+-1) 
- ' 
N'tv\ ( t:M t f r (Y-1m +i) ~ i (lY-1'/i) n l"ti fl) 
Then we have an orthonormal set in Fock-Bargmann space as 
l. 




The co~responding q space wavefunctions are 




-1-.2.l ~ !: ~ Al~,~) - 2: 1 m c ~) ~c.,,) - e (57) 
h-i (1-2)f+I 
is the transfo.rmation kernel. The hydro genie wavefunctions in. parabolic 
coordinates are given by 
(58) 
with q1 = a~ and q2 = an we get 




The.above Equation (60) shows the simplicity of wavefunctions in·Fock-
Bargmann space~ 
The hydrogenic wavefun:ctions in the spherical coordinates are 
(62) 




Whieh are also polynomials in a complex space of t 1 and t 2 • The Clebsch-
Gordan theorem is a connection between the wavefunctions U (z1z ) and · 
· n1n2 2 
v.r ~R.m (tl t2) 
54 
(65) 
To prove this we use the inductive method. First we assume Equa-
tion (65) holds good. Then we derive relation between t 1 , t 2 and z1 , 
z2 , and show that they must be linear combinationJt1 = f(Z1-z2) and 
t 2 = f(z1+z 2), let 
n--R, ... n-R. ,Q, 
2 2 
we can expand C in terms of 3F 2 function,, then µl,µ2,m 
(-0 ni -t-ff:l. r (!i-f-tj ! ( t-n-i) ~ ( ~ 11 • .) l 
L (n-re) J (l+rti) t ( n~ t 11,) j 
~ (_-\) Y)z_ + YV\ ( l +Yl,.. +~) t 
f 1fi. (n -1 -rv 
J_ [ L"'- 1-l) ! t' -r'Y\) 1 t i~+u \ ..;;., 
t f) +~J ! ll +l'YI) ! ( Y), flvl) ! (_l'l~ -I~) I. J 
l -~ Y) ... +I -l.:..M -~i " L,) .... 'J )· . 
->'YI H -~ -M 1 e ) I ) • 
z fl, 2 1).2. 
I < 
Expanding 3F 2 and interchanging summations an.d summing over n1 and n2 • 
It can be shown that 
k 
t-D ( -± U+>vi)) ! ( (J.t- -le) J J ! 
Which are ag-ain vectors in Fock.,.Bargmann space~ but the variables 
55 
here are the linear combinations of z1 and z2 • Thus, the theorem is 
established. Papov and Peremol6v extended this· to continuous solutions 
and.established a connection between Coulomb scattering phase shifts 
and.complex Clebsch-GordtUl coefficients.· Here we should note that the 
domain of their variables is entirely different than the one given in 
Section IV of this chapter.<24 ) 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF CERTAIN RADIAL INTEGRALS USING 
SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE COULOMB FIELD* 
In this chapter we discuss some physical applications of the sym-
metry properties of the Coulomb field by evaluating certain radial in-
tegrals which are of importance in determining selection rules in 
Coulomb excited transitions. In Section I we derive some of the very 
of ten used relations between certain basic sets of operators like 
A + + + + + A ~' Z·(crxL), cr•a, cr•r 1 ~ ip , and 2mH. 
rq r - . 
In Sectio~ II we discuss the radial matrix elements involving the 
bound.state wave functions. Here we give a group theoretic derivation 
of Pasternack Sternheimer(l) result along with certain recusion re~ 
lations between the expectation values of various multipole operators(~). 
In Section III we discuss the radial integrals involving continuous 
state wave functions and establish certain difference equations between 
the various matrix elements.of multipole operators. A possible exten-
tion to higher multipoles and the Symmetric Hamiltonian is suggested at 
the end of the chapter. 





The·Derivation of the Set of Useful Operator Relations 
Here we will derive nearly all operator relations b~tween the pri-
mary c;>perators 
-+-+ " -+-+ -+-+ -+"' ~l = cr•L + 1, S60 = Z• (crxL), cr•a, cr•r, etc. 
To prove 
. [n , 1-2;]+ = o 
0 
(2) 
From 1 we have 2[n , K] = 2n and [n ,l]+ = 2Q [n , l ... 2K]+ = o. 
. 0 - ~ . 0 0 . 0 0 -
[*) ip'f'J := CV/rritt+t = [ ~cv , [~) ~ttJ J (3) 
[ I J-.. ?-1 _ Qq.r 'J.. ft. ,\ I - [ I 2 1-11 ~ <r , r rr-J - - r 'Vf' i r ">"' f-'t1\ ttf+-!; 'Yer+ 2 - rr o/,, t)..., /VJ 
k,'!..-K1 _ 2 c1,, Z j J (4) [ i ~'r) Q_~tU = [ i ~'r) (?,,.')_ + 
'Y~ ~ 
[l~Z'rtv + Q Ck, - k,2-) y- '2. r3 
-
[ [ ~) ?rv}J] .2.t.v tL J 
(5) 
2 This is beca\,lse ipr commutes with Pr. and the angular operators t<1 
and l<i.2• It ·does not commute.with rand functions of r. Let us consider 
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~ [ ~ i i. ) 2 ~ J:JJ = ..1.. -1zr: 0 h ) 2~ /.I l+ 1 [-L ) 2'f'n µ 1 L·A 
,.,. -~ r,., 2 rr- v- L.: r rr ,.!, _J 2. 'Y "v J;;J rY' 
ai;id substituting the values we get, · 
= ~ z~ + .3L.. J.i r;_ + ctftt.!) I t, + K1- k, t 
"r Cf't-2 y't+ I r y 2 "r 't +-2 p ,.,.- , tr '}t- 3 < 6 l 
But we.know that. 
and 
ahd hence we get 
Now 
[ (?; '(;> I Q~ HJ 
t- cy- I ) N 
~ _ Q_ c?. ~ k ~ +;>,fl {-2..lt-~-J;;-L'k + 9{~-IJ) 8) 
I 'Y + I \. y- r "r yT f I 
-+ .;\ 
er ·I" 
or mult~lying through outA from left by 2 (q-l) we get ] 
Cl. rr· 2tf.. H ) ?, ry' =- I i + k, _ ~ I !l~-0 [ N '(ir-1 J .,..er P"' f 9.r-i 'L ryocr-+-1 
+A 
cr •"f', And multiplying with 2 (q-l) .. from right we get 
or we can use this relation to replace ~ ip"I' by (a commutator with 
+ A 




[ ~ ~) a:: ~ ~ J = K:-C~- ~ Crr- ~-, , 2~ ~J (13) 
We now derive the connnutation relation which we used very often in 
our analysis of operator technique for radial matrix elements. By these 




[ a='. ~ o:1, ~·· _-r-/'J- l °"'o] 
= [ .J_ (~ t ~ - I i_ J.. K - I I<. 2. \ ~J I(~ \" f"(dcy r'rf! t rpt+I 1)) 6 
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using the relation [is_,n0 ] and [is_2,n0] we get 
[ _, !i ::J " I ry.J a-. lt 0-. 'Y "f ~ ) C> 
~ 4- { :Jr- I I l ~ JJL f/ -2k,) <14) 
I<, ~ 't+I 'Yt ~ rr o \' 
:. I l- I 2~H l_JL 111t. \+ q,-2 I JL4 21-\ ~ i::.Yi+-0 '1" q,-1 ; IV J o~-1 I) 21(_ 2 rr'ttt oC 1J 
where in the second step we have replaced ~ ip by the appropriate 
_q r 
1' 
Hamiltonian commutator with 1/-,..'t~J artd a power of r. 
-+ ' Many times we need the commutator with cr·r out·side the bracket. 
So we derive that result also i.e., 
[ :=:; ~ -:i " I l"l 1 (S • cA. 6'" I ~ l"f9 CV J _I '-C?_J 
)_I [~f'~Hl_,~ 
= ~J2 (i- 21<J f. 0 0 "/''}-I ' ,V j 0- • 'r' (15) 
I<. o '2. '}'-1 - (~ +~) I ). 
l'}-/ 2 "r qrt-I J 
= J_.fl 11-2~:) S ~ ;' [ ~. ¥ 2~H 1.,_ ( _&.,. ~2.)_LJ 
l(:t. 0 ~ 1 2f4-!J ,.,. cv-1 ) JJ \t}-1 2. J rye CV+' 
The other relation sim"ilar to 14 and 15 is 16. 
1 -+ " 1 And here too ~ ip or cr•r ~ ip can be replaced by appropriate commu~ 
'rq r 'rq r 
tator bracket and a power of r. 
-+ -+ By expansion of cr·a and using (4) we get, 
I<. 'J_ :j I\ I ":i -I o( t "fy\,, I 1l. 




By taking matrix element of few of the derived operators we get 
many relations between the matrix elements or·expectation values toil-
lustrate we give the following relations. 
we get 
9t (rt-a) (l +t- + -t) (L + f- ~) (L+1 /,.,.~+ 1 f i) 
- ('}-0 (2'}-~ Q( 2'M. (L+t I ~rt IL) (23) 
+ k ~ ( 'f'-2) (<t-1) ( L-t i / I~ ( l ) :. " 
(where q = o, or any integer)~ "(' 
Paster~ack(3 )-Result· (1937) 
I ) __ Kt. ~-1) (...L\ 
'}- ( ir4-t~ - (L+f +~ {Lt~-~j l)'l'Yc14i 
°" ?~ 2 -I / I > 
+ l + i/1 +-4-/1 L t-'/2 -t:t/1_) ' ')" tf-t I 
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We have the operator 
+ A To express a·r (some powers of ryQ) as the commutators of power of r 
with the Hamiltonians. 
Putting~= 1 in the relation (10) we get 
+ A a.1.m + A 1 Thus we see that 2a·r -2. can be completely put as a cr•r - com-
"fi -rq 
mutation with Hamiltonian. 
Putting q = 2 we have 
&. ~· {;r 2""'jj + b.;_2i.v ~ +-3 r-K,) (i + t<,) ~3 
[ 
") I\, J (27a) ~ [ ~. ;. ~ i ~rr ) 2 rrr-~] -+ I ~ r , ~ t ' 2 'rfv t!, 
Combining this result appropriately with (26) we get 
i9. ,Y.· S' 2 o(, ~""" + (1 - k12p + k,)} l ry. "t1 I _ ::1 "' C27b) 
-= t [ ~. ~ -;;!- i P,,, ) 2 ~ ~] + f- (i-+ r,) [ is:,. ~)rr. ~}H 
Taking the appropriate matrix element of (27b) we get 
2 ol, 1 tr-. <l+I / ~/l)- L(L-1-~<f+1/~/L) 
::. 0 
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Putting q = 3 in the Equation 10 and eliminating using the result 
-
(28) 
And this leads 
f s1v: L(l+~} ~+i ~ / l) - ; f :-(J,t-0{?l+i}(t+1/:l>29) 
Following the same procedure as above one can build appropriate operators 




As shown earlier the vector invariant characteristic of the 0(4) 
group to which the non-relativistic Coulomb field belongs, is the 
Runge-Lentz-Pauli vector !. Since the radial matrix element discussed 
here pertains to a particular subspace of Hilbert space corresponding 
to principal quantum number N we shall choose the invariant .pseudo scalar 
68 
"Coulomb helicity operator" as(4) 
?. 0: ~ kl ~. ~ { o<. 2,,,_, + Lf'r' ~ -* K,'l..j <Jo) 
and 
And the radial momentum operator 
• 
= i (36) 
We write the non-,relativistic Hamiltonian as 
69 
H f 1 °" ~ (37) 
rv 2'rfV l'Y' 
p~"- fl. 
- + k, -~ - o/. 2 - -2~ 2~~ ty"I (38) 
Where a is the Sommerfeld fine structure constant and we choose 
d1. = c' - 1). 
As a preliminary to the understanding of the Pasternack result we 
shall, give some importan·t ·operator relationships which are built out of 
++ +" " ++ 
cr•a, cr,r, 'Z..(crxL) and ~l' 
We·can easily see·that 
for any.integer q. (39) 
And 
Now we consider the commutation of r-q with 2mg, 
~ 
[ -a~ 2 HJ l 4" ~ Q L Q_ 2r>t. ta t'f' r rrtv :: f'f' + - - C41> 
J rv ) ~ "r 'l ~~ 
therefore we get 
Taking the expectation value of Equation (42) between the bound state 
eigenfunction [NL~we get 
< ,.,.-~ i ?~ > (42a) 
70 
or more importantly 
71 
:o _L IJ""'H \ + (2cr+i) rt-~""'+ IQ.+ 1) f~-Ci:t.24.tK-~rt\L 
rr4t I \:' ~) Yt '1t'+2 . l V 4 l") t(J (45) 
I -11"'""4'~+--] 
Taking the expectation value of both sides with respect to INKµ> we see 
where q is either positive or negative integer·or zero. So we see that 
without any appeal to the properties of the contiguous relations of the 
hydrogenic wave functions we can get the recursion relation by purely 
operator algebra. 
+A + + 
The invariant operator ; 1 anticommutes with cr•r and cr•a. Using 
this property the following ope;rator relations are easily established 




Taking the matrix ce:;;, _C!J- ( 4~ so) 't Wt:. ft) 
we obtain the following recursion relation for the bound state radial 
matrix elements which is of frequent use in the rest of the thesis. 
'i'('t-l)(L-ri -~)(L+-£-~) (1-1-1/-j¥) L) 
-ol'lw.. ('}-1)(2~-3) <L+1j )ct! L_) 
+k;: ('}-2)('r-0 (L+-1/ ~~-i/l):::Ocs1J 
A + + 
The angular operator Q = z. (oXL) where q is.positive integer or zero. 
0 
changes K to -K -1 without affecting the radial part of the function 
¥NKµ and it commutes with~' while it anticommutes with (2~1-1). The 
++ ++ 
operators cr•a Q and Q cr·a raise or lower the £ values or more pre-
o 0 
cisely K values of the operand· and ~N respectively. The angular Kµ 
+ A + A 
operators cr·r Q and Q cr.r preserve the'£ value of the radial function 
0 0 
while changing K1 to K1 + 1 and K1 - 1 respectively. For completeness 
we give below what these.operators do to the bound state wave functions 
~ and ¥N respectively, confining our attention to say j = 1 - ~. NKµ -Kµ 
_, _, I 
r!5. Cl 'f /\{~?= -l 
OJ,!l_n_ r 
0 fvtf 
L--l I l-~ c 1 l 






WN are defined by WN = FN 0 ( ) iX µ with the help of these 
-Kµ -Kµ N -K -K 
results we now proceed to a formal proof of the Pasternack Sternheimer 
result:. 
Proof for the Vanishing of <R-+ll~IR-> 
r 
Consider the matrix element 
(Y: {~.5:~ l,0 {.fl.0 ~ ~J~ ~ ~ O:y 163) k-IC- '.2.J f-) J tyt !Vt. +'f'-
rf we take K positive it is then easy to see that the above equation 
leads to 
°-t+rJ. (L-r 1 /-!;~/ l) (64) 
e 
On the other hand 
..fLO ~ ~t ~, l?r a' 
"ft - I _ _L __ 
- Kt ..f'LIJ? 
- J._ ~ A, ......., /\~ " 
- Q. 0-. r 0-~ I.A- -IL.D 
:_ p ( ~ L f ~ - *3) (i- 2K,).J1~66) 
where we made use of t~e commutation relation between Q0 and K1 , l~q 
and ip by means of the Equations 10 and 16 (Section I). We see that 
r 
( -'- { ~ - J_ \ = .1. [ 13) ..L..] ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 2 ~ ~. (67) 




Hence the matrix element 
( Y'f'r-t-2 I~ _/)_Cl (70) 
The right hand side vanishes because it is the matrix element of 
connnutators with the Hamiltonian and the expectation value of the com-. 
mutator of any operator with the Hamiltonian taken with respect to the 
eigenstates of the latter, vanishes. Hence the left hand side vanishes 
and we get 
For the next step we consider the operator 
(71) 
76 
f'1l +2)e<. C ~ ,l. p F Y1 t;t 'Y j+£ I t+1 1 tJJ 1 a_ 
l 1 L+I µ 0 j-'- CJ fv-t+2 1y1Cf /vl <73) 
2 Since n0 commutes with the Hamiltonian,.we can factor out n0 by using 




..fl -1}_ ....., /\.; 
../4;'2 +.2~ rs. 'Y' 0 0 (),. "'r ::: 6 (75) 
,...) 
[CT. ~ ....., t\ 8'. ~- ~ ..12.(j &. ~J ~ ~. '>'' ) - 0 
-
(76) 
The operator can now be written as 
"""\ ~ I\ '" -* M ·~ ~ '\ A A., ,.- -:::I (S I 0. Jl .12. ~ ry\ J)_ <? 'Y' .J_ ~ ;: :: &1 f, C). '01 Y JI. ti r. y 0, ~ 
0 0 () 'Y''t rJ .~ (t7 
- .'17) 
The procedur~ hereafter consists of the following general steps. We ex-
+ + +... 1 pand cr·a cr.r , take n to the extreme .. right and replace - ip or 
o -Y.q r 
+" 1 
cr·r ~. ip by appropriate commutators with the Hamiltonian and reduce the q r . 
">" 
operator, after picking out.commutators with H, to a sum of terms like 
Expanding 
and rearranging the terms we get 
77 
When q = 3 
78 
which is seen to be zero from relation 16. Therefore operatorwise we 
·§~nee all are commutators with the Hamiltonian the matrix element 
vanish. So we get . 
( L t- 2/ I 3 / L ) == 0 
r 
(84) 
We thus see that the operator __.Jj> _ """'1 
. ~ 1:':'1 -" I') . " I ' ~. 0. JLO -1)._D Cir fr' ...I Lo (). y ~ 't 0-.. 0-
leads to I J .1 > ~ L +rL l .:::.. v. ~ ~ when q = 2,3. 
79 
Proef for <t+3l-1.lt> for q = 2,3,4 
"ft 
Nowconsider the operator 
( ) 1.( _, """)3 I ~ r o-. a.. JLa .J)_o o-, rr- 'Y" ~ • (85) 
(86) 
Now we, consider 
We bring n in the first bracket to the left while in the second bracket 
0 
to the right using the relations 14 and 15 (Section II) that is, 
80 




~ ~ '~<;" - -9 .J_ -j" ~ ~ I --;:.: """(.1--~ J_ \ 
Q. a ~ l o; 0. r~ 0'1 'f (),a + ~ -a yr/ft- y-g+vl 
( \-'2 kJ 
+ L( i L l ) J_ ( I \ 4 ~ lee ,.. + y r 2 ). ~, -!.; a. a 




In the third term 
and also 
81 
r.11~~i + .l) c i ~~ _ J_ )- -;.; (- J_ r2 - _.£ ; ~ + ~c:;f-2-) 
l ., ri ri ri-1--1 - · ri r y~H t'"" Y'& 
Now using the relations 8 and 10 we get 
We see that the first six terms are commutators with the Hamiltonian 
and do not pose any difficulty. The term to be worried about is 
-r -r 
Making use of commutation relation between cr•a and 
written as 
1 this can be 
11·q 
82 
k., t- [ ..2-l CZ -1) -\- t J k.}-
- 4.tt )l J_ 
i J y?.N. 
Now 




~ -1 y i;-1 
el 
83 
We, therefore pick out few more commutators with Hamiltonian namely, 
+ "' and absorb all the factors multiplying cr•r as 
(92) ' 
Collecting different terms,we get 
(93) 
for q = 2,3,4, Equation (92) can also be written as commutation with 
the Hamiltonian. Thus the operator 




For q = 3 
Thus we see that 
< L +I I .:.a- I i > == 0 







for q = 2,3,4. (99) 
And by induction, for bound states, we get 
<l+ L/ :cv/l) 






The radial part of continuum solutions of the Hamiltonian is de-
rived from bound state.functions by analytic continuation which essen-: 
tially consists in the .discrete quantum number N going over to complex 
number -in where n is any positive number, not necessarily an integer 
and by replacing the Laguerre polynomials by Laguerre functions defined 
through Cauchy integrals. The continuous functions are normalized such 
that 




= ~- and appropriately modif ring 
n 










. II - I I {- 31 
tell cl! ~ , I /2..'79 
---- ~ (105) k~ f' I 0 f µ. }) k-1 ;4 
/, ~ 
It is important to note that, while the operator relationships derived 
in Sections I and II are valid here also, caution has to be exercised in 
taking matrix elements as some.of the radial integrals are likely to be 
singular. 
To begin with let us consider the matrix element 
( 1( (;;: SLo)0 ~si_06-::f-a.~~ -~; !!~.~Jl.~~ -)(106) 'f~~>l-2. ~ / ? ~-tlf-1 
which can be written as 
This matrix element is evaluated to be 
89 
Now consider the difference operator 
(109) 
Taking Q0 in the.first term to the extreme right we get 
-.I I\ -t> ... - _. I ~ ") ( .L r. r tr'. q - q-- • o.. ...i- tr. r -.Sl..o r~ r~ -
- +. ( J_),. i ~ - .1. ) c :l KI -1) JLo 
c.. r r r3 
(110) 




Hence the operator 
-'-.> o _,I\ _.L--1 II.I l ( u.a ~) i JL, (), y r~ ir.o. - ;tr ~d r 
(112) 
The matrix element therefore vanishes and we get the difference equation 
which has a solution 
To evaluate <!l+2 ! 13 i !l> we consider. the operator 
r 
-4 s ~"' - A.J.._-l> -.;I (v.a -51..c) 2. -n..o o-. r ....n..e u-. r r~ o. o. 






Its matrix element 
( ~ 2: ;t .JL. c; C->lo 6-. f-)2 ~if:,;;' - '~ 4J} ~-x-iµ 1 L . 
gives 
The following steps will show how the operator reduces to a.commutator; 
with Hamiltonian 
As we have already taken care of the left side of the operator we deal . 
only.with the right.side of the operator~ 
_,. -:I ~ -> j_ .-A '1 ~ A Ri~h t opera tor ::. 6'. °' ~ 0. a . 0., r ~ o. '< -l'l.. (117) 
e>, r~ 1 
Here the underlined part is handled by the rule (12) of Section I • 
... ,~.o = 
So the.complete opera.tor.becomes 
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Using relation 12 of Section I this reduces to 
~ _,. .-!\ A 
0 :::- t:S o. 0\ ~, y { _J 1k + /'fu - 3/) _I } -5l.o (120) 
cVJ., - ~ 2.. k;; l r-' r ~ :l. 2.. r4-
and using relation 81 operator becomes 
I 
I ' 
We then get a difference equation 
(121) 
=o (122) 
a.e+1 q,+2 <et 2 1 .L I ~ ) - CJ1+2 4-i+-z_ L..t+-3 / -!:--11+1) =-0 <123) k 2.. r'3 J,., 'l.. ' 3 
c ~~ 
Which has a solution 
< er-.z I j_ I € > 
r3 




The Derivation for <£+31 ~!£> 
r 




And the matrix element 
( 'lp7-x.-~ /A ) g 3 1:p 7 ktl I"' ) (126) 
yields (# num~rical factor) 
[ n a Q ~ ~ = # t?1t1q~.r2-'-1P13 <e 3/Ll~) - P+-lf h'?, lt-2<e+4-/J../0+1\ 
k3 +- rlJ- k'3 r'f- y ·' 
· c e G2n 
And now we shall prove that the matrix element vanishes. Consider (125) 
'--·Or - {<. .• Op 
LeJt Of~ - J<.\9kJ- or~~ 
+ J_ ( J_ th - ~ \-52o(!-.2t )~ k_ 2. y'f (t yS" ) I ' 
v 
(128) 
Where the relation 14 of Section II is used in the right hand side. 
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( (3 _l_'h) k.~ . rs- -. r if t r '( 
(129) 
Definet:)J/ = &.~ Q ef Q 6' .. ~ which commutes with K1 , 2m~~ and therefore ~ ON 0 -
++2 
with (cr•a) • So the right operator become~ 
R. 0 -
(130) 
+ + +A 
The latter ter1I1 can be modified by switching r.! 0 and cr·a cr-r~then we get 
the right operator as 
- ~ 11 [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;.. I _ "" 
o· ~ ?:J o: o. rr: o. -1,; oi. r + ~ ( \ - 2 x ,) .L u. '(' 
rv r..., ~c. r <f 
+ ;. 0 (is-- t~th,) c ~ f-2~1) 
+ ( i f y + -1y) ( -f-r -* lf () ( 3- 2 K ,) ( :i~ -I) ff', Y} -5(,, 
(131) 
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As already illustrated in Section II 
(132) 
Therefore the complete operator 
Using the technique similar to that for bound states and leaving the 
relevant commutators with Hamiltonian, the part.that matters becomes 
- ~ N~I/ ( 
- ~.a t---1 l 
+ -;, " ( o( z3 rn v' y 
This further.· reduces to 
(133) 
Ii -J" -) .--} 11 
Cf 6'·0 ~I- ) __ I im\-1 -Z~Zm L_+( 5k12-i)lJ· l<c q- l rtt ("i 3 rs if Yb{ CJ.34 > 
. (:2 J<, + \) ..Jlo 
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(135) 
can be written as 
- - 2. \ f ..-, A_\ 3 j_ -. ~ A ~ .. l (O'.a-n-o) I~o: r.J r'I r..a - Itr ~ r 
(136) 
where 
- 6~<-<+ [if.: -h iA, ~1c1-4t?J 
.-.t ,1 




(9 4; I( 
-
Thus we get the difference equation 
Which has the solution 









And by induction as it would be indicated in Section IV we get the 
general result 
<'..t+L I ft1 \ e > r --
Section IV 




The general result for bou~d states arises from the matrix element 
( I\ ~ ~ L-( ~ ~ - ...I I.fl. (0-aS>.o) (..no{'. r) ~ r. a N~~r1 ~ r, 1 r ) (141) ~N Jc+t¥' 
' Whichwill give us 
(142) 
and the numerical factors will inclube (21-1) C .G. !coefficients· and_ 
many other Jl dependent.terms. 
The parallel result for the continuum basis states. arises from the 
matrix element 
( - ~ JL-f? L _. -l ~ ) \ J ~ ( C:o. ~ (:--11.0 ~.0 J_ (',a - 'ttt Mr ~ ~-}_-2-fA--J - yL+I f ?') K:+t JM. 
The extreme complexity of the resoiution of the appropriate operato~~3J 
into a sum of commutators with the .Hamiltonian notices in <Jl+3l~tJl>, 
r 
for bound states as well as cont;inuum states, show that the general re-
sult would be too complicated to write down. 
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We notice, for instance, that the invariant operator that multi-
plies the whole sum of commutators with the Hamiltonian.in the cases 
studied is seen to follow a.systematic pattern, 
When the operator in.the second 
parenthesis multiplying the 
invariant Q is 
0 
- .A A"l u; y il 
...... .A ..I> J. d .A 
U · '( ...flo G' • '< ...S1..o 6', Y 
The operator multiplying 
the entire sum is 
_,A .-.;\ 
Rf-' ::. f, Y -Sl.o .Jlo o, Y 
,...A .....,.A__._A <--!>) 
(i\ y Slo 6'. '( O· ~ -5lo ~. o 
I -'A -.!_., 
~ ;; (). '( .slo ~SLo (J, Y 
s ... .A A. AL 
=-l Q'. , ..it.o6'. r ..n.. o"'. '{ ~ , 
~lh ~. ~ 
I=(~.~(_ .Jl.r.: i,.Jl·,t; i} 
(144) 
Secondly Q happens to multiply the whole sum on the right. 
0. ' 
Thirdly one of the impprtant intermediate steps is to manipulate. 
(145) 
Such that .J'Lo can.be moved to the right or left as required and at the 
ultimate stage one gets a linear combination of recursion relations. 
The essential point to be noted in our demonstration here is that 
the symmetry of the Coulomb field permits the construction of a variety 
of angular operators, the matrix elementi;; of which lead to interesting 
relatic;mships among radial integrals and peculiar selecti.on rules. We 
collect be],ow, for cqmpleteness, the different relations that were proved 
by the operator technique in the preceding chapters. 




state expectation values. 
A three recursion relation between <2+Ll__!_l2>'s. 
·q 
Pasternack and Sternheimer result that i:(~.e;+L l__!_l 2> = 0 
..p. 
a. <l'+ I\ T').\ ~) =-o J <1+1\ -f12. \ t) :::..o 
b. <- e+;. 1 +J \ o) -:.... 0 
c. ~ lt3 I _J l .t) 6 
.:( ~ + 3 / +1-\ ~ ( Y'?.i ) :::o 
d. Lf+ ~I f'<- I l) 0 
·For continuum case 
~ tH \ +0-\ t/ LOW k_c., 
lftl+l~/ 
L..<?-1-2-~ t-~\l) c.a (\ J {- kt'L -/t .{-1+ 1 ~) I P+ ,_ +-i ~I 
and 
< e+~I .L.. I~) u t\.J f- kc 
3 
-- 1e+1+1?J / Jt-.i+,1) 11+-:it·r~} y4 
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It has·been proved elsewhere that the zero energy loss limit sim-
plifies the radial integrals considerably. Symmetry helps in the most. 
convenient, though not the most general, evaluation of such integrals. 
It is to be emphasized that the radial integrals can be evaluated 
more simply by actual calculations using the generating functions of the 
generalized Laguerre polynomials and this derivation, which develops an 
operator calculus, is not meant to be a substitute but seeks to inter-




are-L artd a which underlie the 0(4) i~variant group structure of the 
non ... relativistic.Coulomb field. Oo.t·of these basic units~ systems of 
cQmplicated operators can be.built whose matrix elements, evaluated in 
the baais of the eigenstates of the Co1,1lomb Hamiltonian (discrete or 
continuum), vanish giving rise to useful selection rules and transition 
probabilities. · 
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CHAPTER V 
STUDY OF STARK EFFECT 
The hydrogen atom in an electric field is perhaps the simplest 
quantum mechar:iical problem for which there is no known exact solution. 
The solution of this problem has application in several areas in solid 
stat~ physics, such as field controlled photo generation of carriers 
in solids, trap controlled mobilities, field ionization in plasma physics 
where the problem can be reduced to a bound charge under the influence 
of an electric field. 1 ·Historically the effect of a.uniform electric 
field.first observed experimentally by Stark2 in 1913 on the Balmer. 
3 
series of.hydrogen. Even though Voigt , as early as 1899, had tried to 
seE;\ the effect on sodium D lines without much success. For the fre-
quency shift Stark gave the following formula 
= 
where e.is in Kilo volt per centimeter. 
4 Later experiments by Sjogram and Kasiner gave a value of 0.0642 
for the numerical factor. The range of the electric field used by them 
was .6 to 1.0 million volt/cm. The year that Bohr proposed his theory 
of the hydrogen spectrum Epsetein and Schwarzchild5 explained the Stark 
effect in terms of quantize~ orbits. Later in 1926 after the introduc-
tion of wave mechanics Schrodinger6 and Epstein solved the non-relativ-
istic Schrodinger equation for the hydrogen atom in a constant electric 
1 ()') 
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field in.parabolic coordinates and offerred a satisfactory theory of. 
the non-relativistic Stark effect. 
A comprehensive review up to 1935 is available in Condon and 
7 8 Shortly and on up to 1957 in Bethe and Salpeter. 
In recent years there has been.a renewed interest in the experi-
mental study of the Stark effect, connecteq with the direct effect of the 
electric fields on the electron density distributions in atoms. This 
interest has been stimulated by the development of methods for detecting 
11 li i f t i 1 1 h . h f the orde.r ·of .10-4 cm-l sma sp t t ngs o .. a. om c eve s, w ic . are o 
-7 in the optical range and 10 in the radiofrequency range, and a very 
widespread use of the Stark effect in the spectroscopic method of 
9 
studying plasma. 
The direct classical method of studying the Star'k e.f~ect is to ob-
serve the shift of the centers of gravity of absorption and emission 
lines of atoms in an electric field. 10 The recent methods of atomic 
beams propagated perpendicular to the direction of observation of 
emission and absorption, instead of the observation of vapors, have in-, 
creased the sensitivity by the factor of 1,000, and the Stark shifts 
can be obsemred for as small a field as 103 to 105 volt/cm. All purely 
optical methods permit the.observation of the frequency shifts of tran-
sitions associated with two optical terms, the shift being equal to the 
sum of energy shifts in upper and lower terms. The novel radiospectro-
-7 -1 
scopic techniques which has a .resolution of 10 cm are used to meas.:.· 
ure the shifts between the sublevels of a given term. 
The double radio-optical resonance has made it possible to use the 
high resolving power of the radiospectroscopic methods to study the 
11 12 Stark effect in excited states of the atoms ' ·• In this method the 
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radio frequency transitions between the sublevels of the excited state 
are. observed by .means of polarization of the scattered resonant light. 
Some technical difficulties of the double radio~optical .resonance method 
14 
are eliminated in the method of level crossing , a change.in the angu-
lar distribution of the intensity of resonance floresc~e when the 
lev:els. are· split by an. am01,mt ··larger than the natur~l width, is ob.,. 
served. 15 In.the beat method one.observes an anomalous increase in the 
depth of modulation of tl:l.e exciting term which are· split in the electric 
field. Only the natural widths of terms put the limit to the sensitiv-
i1:y of -.these. methods •16- 18 
19.,..22 Recently quite a .few theoretic~! and experimental papers · have-
appearecJ. on the Stai;.-k effect _due tc;> high frequency alternating fields. 
But in this work we stµdy,only the Stark .effect of a uniform electric 
field. As the above.reference to various·literature.shows the field of 
stµdy. is very current and experimental advances have.necessitated.· the 
effort to improve the accuracy of the existing theoretical calculations. 
Section I 
Groµp Theory of Hydrogen Atom in a Consta~t Electric Field 
In this sect;ion :we ·dei:ive-classical invariants of hydrogei:i atom 
Ham:f,.ltonian in constant electric field for a non-relativistic case. It 
has.been elaborated in .Chapter lI that non.I.relativistic. Kepler problem 
- -admits two vector invariants·L and A. It was discussed in Chapter II 
that the degeneracy.of the bound state spectrum is due.to the 0(4) group 
structure of the non-relativistic,Coulomb Hamiltonian and the Schrodinger 
i!J 
equation fqr hydrogen .atom.\separa,ble in parabolic and polar coordinates. 
It is interesting to note that even when a uniform electr.ic field is 
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applied, the Hamiltonian is still separable in parabolic. 
coordinates. It is tQerefore,tempting to probe from the syn:imetry and 
group theory,point of view why it should be.so. The classical discus-
23 
sion of the derivation.of the invariants was given,by Edmond on sug-
-+- -+- -+- -+- -± gestion of Lippmann.· Edmond shows that L•E and C•E, where c.; is a 
generalization of ~~nge-Lentz~Pauli vector, are the constants of motion. 
C is explicitly giv•n Hy 
C = A - 21 [!xE)x!J ze (1) 
-+-
where r is the radius vector~ 
He also derived some interesting classical relations. They are: 
d -+- 3 -+- -+-
-c = --L x·E dt. 2zem. (2) 
-+- -+-
2 
r -+- -+-L•C = -. - E•L 2ze (3) 
and. 2 
-+- + (~) C•r = r -
'Ze2m (4) 
The la$t ·equation is a generalization of the J{aplerian equation of 
. 
motion in the Coulomb field. 
To translate this simple classical picture of invariants into 
quantum mechanics we.have to use proper operators for A and L, because 
of the basic non..-commutativity of x1 and pxi' The appropriate quantum 
-+-
mechanical C happens to be 
-+- ,.. 1 -+- -+-
c = [r +.-2-... (Lxp 
Ze m 
-+- -+- 1 (-+- -+-) x ~] pxL) - zz·e rxE 
If without.loss of generality, we take E = ~F + o.i + O·y where Fis 
(5) 
constant, measuring the sttength of the external uniform.electric field, 
then 
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[ x · 1 [ 1 2 Cx = - + ~2- (L p -·°L:Lf) - ihpxJ - ~ (r·O-xz)F] 
r Ze m Y z Y 
(6) 
(7) 
z 1 1 2 2 c = [-r + - 2 . [ (Lxp - L p ) - ihp ] ·- -·- (r - z )F] z Ze m y y x Z 2Ze (8) 
and. 
p2 2e2 
H = -.- - - Fez 2m r 
in the non~relativistic Hamiltonian. It can be seen that, 
[~, g] = 0 (9) 
[Lz' g] = 0 (10) 
and ·'' [C-Z, L2 ] = 0 (11) 
We therefore note that L Zand CZ can .be used as. the constants of 
+ + 
the motion •. · The other -commutators are complicated functions of c,. L, 
+ + 
r, and E and it is not.easy to see the Lie algebra from these operators, 
For completeness :we give below the commutation relations. 
[C , L ] 
x y 
1 ++ 
= ih 2Ze xy F = ih x(rxE~ 
= -ih c y 
= -ih [c__ - _!__ (x2 + 'Z.2)] 
--z 2Ze 
[C , L ] y y 
[C , L ] 
z x 
- . -ih 2X. F 2Ze 
++ 
= ih y (rxE) y 
= ih c 
x· 









Equations. (12) defin;i.tely show that the invariant ~.rpup.is much larger 
than 0(4). In fact the commutation relations become complicated func~ 
+ + + ++ + 
tions of the five vecto,rs C, L; (pxE) (rxE), and E. In polar coordin-
ates we can not·see cle~rly.what might be the actual group but Barut and 
Kleinhart24 , using operator representations in.parabolic coordinates and 
also making use of their dialation operator have shown~ under the per-
turbation scheme, that th~ hydrogen atom under the influence of dipole 
type of perturbation belongs to 0(4~2) group. 
Section II 
The First Or~er Stark Effect 
The Star~.fect was. one of the problems to which quantum mechani-
cal pertµrbation theory was applied successfully as early as 1926 by 
......... 25 . Schrodinger in his fourth communication, when he developed quantum 
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mechanical perturbation theory. The·relativistic.Stark effect was dis-
cussed by Krame.J.6 in the classical.sense in 1920. 27 Schlapp calculated 
some Stark shifts using Darvin wave functions and Rojansky28 treated the 
relativistic Stark effect in 1929. But his calculations were not accu-
rate because wave.functions he used for the calculation did not include 
all,the degenerate wave functions for the given energy level. In 1955 
Luder29 calculated accu~ately the first order Stark shifts and the Stark 
intensities for hydrogen in Pauli approximation •. In these earlier 
papers the complicated Dirac wave functions were always approximated in 
the calculations. Moreover the experimental error was too large to de-
mand very accurate Ct!l-lculations. As it is mentioned in the introduction, 
recently. the experimental accuracy has been increased by four orders of 
magnitude, and· also the availability of fast computers with vast memory 
makes it feasible for. a very accurate calculations of the first order 
Stark shifts and the other related quantities of experimental interest. 
We use.here.the Dirac.wave.functions, synunetric Hamiltonian wave func""'" 
tions and compare the result with Luder's calculations and with the 
experimental results. 
The theory of the first order Stark effect is well known (Bethe8). 
The Dirac Hamiltonian with Coulomb field and the uniform electric field 
is given by 
2 (p,&·~p + p m c2 - Ze - e~) W = Ew 
I 3 o r (13) 
The second order equation, to sufficient approximation and with~= -:ZF 
will be 
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Let us designate the first two terms as H0 , third and fourth terms 
as·H1 , ezF·as.H2 and remaining terms as H3 . 
H0 is the non-relativistic Sc4~odinger Hamiltonian for the Coulomb 
field. H1 is the spin orbit coupling term and H2 is perturbation due 
to the external electric field. In his paper Schrodinger, using the 
parabolic coordinates and neglecting H1 and H3 showed through perturba-
tion calculations that 
= 




2 2 {17n - 3nF 2 9mR, + 19} + ---
(15) 
Here a0 is the first Bohr orbit .for hydrogen and ~ = (n1-n2) is the so 
called electric quantum number. The above equations works well when the 
electric field is large so that the splitting in the energy level is 
large co~pared to the spin orbit splitting. 
If H2 and H3 are neglected then using Pauli's two component wave 
equation we see.that 
2 2 2 2 4 
Eo+l 
e (~) £...L (~) n 3/4) = (j+1-1 -2a n 2a. n 
0 0 
(16) 
We notice that the spin orbit splitting (to the first approximation) 
goes as z4 whereas the first order Stark splitting varies as Z-l For 
hydrogen, for n = 2, the field for which the spin orbit splitting and' 
the Stark splitting are of .. the same order of magnitude is 3 x 103 volt/ · 
cm and it drastically increases to 105 volt/cm for Z = 2, and 0.8 106 
volt/cm for Z = 3. Experimentally we can not produce electric field 
more than 107 or 108 volt/cm, and hence for high Z values (Z > 5) we 
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need a very accurate treatment of the problem. As ~E becomes equal S•O 
to 6E f the problem is really complicated and neither i nor j or K is a 
e• 
good.quantum number~ - Only n andµ are good quantum numbers and one.has 
to use degenerate perturbation theory. Depending upon values.of these 
n and µ we will have 2(n-µ) dimentional matrices which have to ·be diag-
onalize to get the energy eigenvalues and the eigenvectors. The eigen~ 
vectors.would be a mixture of all values according to the Kramer's de-
generate perturbation tl:).eory. The· details of the theory are worked out 
- (29) in the Luder's paper. 




, j f (i."f~+n+)klt-1) ( l + fCY>, ~J 
lrc 2 ~" +0 r (.2...rK_+0 (n- JD! 4 N r N- x.) 
-:z.y 






---fYl ~ (y) 
[ 0-k). 
where 
j)( I - k_ 
-- (18) 
---N(n,J'<) - N - j--;;~ _ o((r1-k) ( k.. _ j-p_-~---~2-
€ (YJ,k) - ----
,~,( 1 )(,) - - - - ,_ 
30 g and f are tabulated by Payne for various values of n and K. 
nK nK 
The Hamiltonian including perturbation is 
H = H' + V 
0 
where 
H~ H0 + Hl of Eqn. 14 
and 
V = - Fez 
where F is a constant. e is the charge on the electron and z is the 
distance in the z direction, Ze is the charge on the nucleus. 
Then the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are 
The H' part gives the diagonal mattix elements whereas 
0 
part.gives off diagonal·elements. 





And we can write Fez as Fer cos e. Substituting in Equation (20) we get 
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because 
The angular part is evaluated using the Racah algebra and Wigner Eckert 
theorem, 
< X. µ_ /Y 0 / X µ '> 
c , 1c ' • (c ,, / . ( J s e J J J t < . , ri J 11 Y 11 . It\ ' !-'-µ' µ' 0 F J l t: I J V1/ 
~ C l ( t) I l ( ,t1) L (22) 
1'" r' µ - r o !J- 1 - r / 
The results are listed below. 
< 'X/ /Cos ~/ 'X.:. ) 
1 (, 
(23) 
Evaluation of Dirac Radial Integrals 
The radial integrals involved are 
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wAera 
C ( ~, 'le , N (rr.,t)) 
r ( 2 Y,c + ""- - k-1- 0 (i + t ( "',-~j) 
r (27K..+j r(r-.-k-+IJ.4. N(N-~ 
(27) 
By replacing K by K1 , N(n,K) by N(n,K'), and Y by Y , one can easily 
. · K K 
write ¢1 (K'), ¢2 (K') and C(n, rK" K1 , n(n,K')) so the general integrals 
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involved are of _the type (apart from constant multiplying them) 
0() . o{J ~ ¢, (t) c,i\ (t') Y3 d Y) J ¢, (t:J 9l (cjv3J~ 
!)(} 0 Je ¢~ (rj ¢, (K:j ~3 arr 
and [o(J ¢l (t:) ¢,_ (ti) 'r3 ~ y (27a) 
L.et us denote them by r11, r12 , r21 , and r2;. We have th.en 
I,, i..c -~o (22'r)~-I .·(?'\.+C+I ) 
= e - IF, 2 rv +I I 2 2~ 
o fVa.o OK J fVQ. 
- 2 _.,. ( 2 2 . ) 1 '-1 (-~+ti 1 I . o J w-~ ~ ~ F 
€ o Nf,,, t'\Q I I 2~'+-1 ~2z,.,. 
\. J } a I C.. J fv Q..o ~3c:( ~ (28) 
a 
.When we expand both 1F1(8;x) functions as the power series as 
I ~ ( ~ , x) "" I -1- ~ ?L + ol (o(. + t) ~2.. + • • , ) ,. f (f>+~ l ! 
:: ~~XS 
s.: (J lf~),s .s ! 
( ol') 'fr . f x' I'¥ (Mr; 'i' I l.· ) 
After substitution .and integration and changing the dummy summation 
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wh;c~ = t A (s-!f') seer) ,. Pr(!-<}'):(~~-~-- tlJ 
cy: () {'-1(1_,f-'tJ! ~a_,J 
and · 
B ( cy) = (ol')t;( ( 2 ) 'V • A (o) ~ J (2 Y{. +- lly ~! f.{'a.o ' 
A=( 1 + 1 )J..·e(oJ:l=C(o) N'(~ I k) N"( "f\.) /<_I) A. f,) J (30) 
In a similar way we can evaluate 122 , 112 , and 121 ~ Substituting these 
into the ·Eql,J.B.tion (24) we arrive at . 
el.) c() l a ,,,_,;(-r) 3"' IC' (-r) ~d. -r + [ f'fl l¥'Jii t_,(.,)-ri:J., 
~ c c rrv, 1~ J t, ~c~ t)) c c~, "I :J-~ w(-r.1t?) 
[ {~-k.)(~-k.~I,, + (N(~,k.J-t) I 
( N (~1 k:J-t) I1~ -(~-k) (N(itv, kJ-9{ 
- 'YI- - /<..' N ( /)\,_, k.) - t) I 21 J 
+ (1-€-(rr..,k)j 1-e .,._ t..1 r_, k v. I::' l.r 
I+ f (~I<) (i+€(~t')) \.'>\.- y(•1.- /' " 
r( f{-t) ( ~-t') T;u + (~-k.J (~, -t'JI;1 
+ (rn,-t) (tvt -t) r2.I j 
(31) 
where 
E1 = E(n,k') E = (n,k) N' =- N(n,k'), etc. 
Equation (32) gives the off diagonal elements of the energy matrix. 
Let 
The Diagonalization of the Energy Matrix 
D ~i(r,e,~) = E a.k ~ (r,e,~) 
- k 1 nKµ 
where the summation is over k aiK's are chosen such that 
and 
<~ i I~ j > = a ij 
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Since the Hamiltonian is Hermitian we can,use Jacobi method to diagona-
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lize it. Diagonalization has been carried by using a standard available 
subroutine from the computer library, through which roots and vectors 
are available. 
Application of Relativistic.Symmetric Hamiltonian to St~rk Effect 
As it is discuss,ed in Chapter II, the approximate relativistic 
Symmetric Hamiltonian is given by 
where ~ is the Dirac Coulomb Hamiltoflian and 
The Hamiltonian for the electron in the Coulomb field with the unper-,. 
turbed symmetric Hamiltonian is 
H = H - Fe~ 
sym (33) 
= H + V 
sym (34) 
The wave functions of the symmetric Hamiltonian are 
(35) 
wheres refers to the Symmetric Hamiltonian wave function. 
Here 
./ EN 1 r; = EN 2 t(K) EN =- = 
1 + (az) m / (az)·2 K 1 + 
n 
We have 
= ENl$s (r,e,~)> 
nKµ · 
We treat.Vas the perturbation and we have to evaluate 
µµ' 
v KK 1 
= R, (-K) 




radial integrals are easier to evaluate. In fact integrals are same as 
the one encountered in non-relativistic calculations. The diagonaliza-
tion is also similar. 
Section III 
The Second Order Stark Effect 
When we are considering the transition between nondegenerate states, 
the contribution from the first order effect is zero and we go for the 
second.or higher.order corrections to the energy shifts. In actuality 
(37) 
even for the hydrogen.atom, as in the hydrogen.maser , the energy 
levels are. split due to the hyperfine structure. In the case of the 
alkali atoms such splitting can be observed in the optical range. The· 
second order correction is given by 
(2) I 1.1 (e;,) -\OJ) ~ E'ti =· L \ V n r.-1 I (En - t 'M ~ 
ni 
The prime on the sum means n f:. m. If many matrix el.ements are·· surviving, 
then th,e correct; second order correction is obtained by diagonalization 
of 
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-6E<,,>J ,l .=...o 1) Y) Y) (39) 
If the second order perturbatio.n matrix does not connect the degenerate 
states by way of one or more intermediate states m, i.e., if 
when. n :/: n' then Equation ,q9)leads to (38)which is the simple formula 
for the quadratic.Stark effect. 
I 
In the first section we evaluated VKK , 
nn 
which in the general case.becomes 
) U) I d(i) 
f,,, < 'fr.,,,., , -z. <f "'1<~, '> = f f:e <J.r 1 C /A 0 I' . 
e~) 
cf'l-1 




Rn11' ( Y) 
I \<.Jc I I ~U<.) ./ < f lK) II y, 11 ..i {;le_)> Rn ti , C r) 
CJ ~-r ,. v 
is the par.t .involving the radial integral 
I 
. I (i+J ~'"~c1~~}J ) (en-~J 
Ct-rf(n,~) (1-t- £-Cri~k~ 
( h'-p'\ l-
,) 11 
+ ( ( N(n ,k) - )<:) ( fV( "~ .<') -l:'J) I.,,~) 
(40) 
(41) 
(I -J (H·_rn,1<!) Cl- ~~ ) fc n-k) ( f'i('rl~ ~· --..')} 
(/+ fc ri.K) CI+ ~-Cn,ie.) L \ ) I.(. 
+ (>i'-i) ( Ntn,kJ-aj .i,] J 
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Ii1 , r;2 , I,21 and Ii2 are defined in (27.a) wherein we have to replace 
nK'µ by n'K'µ'. In the Pauli approximation these.reduce to 
. ·I 
< II j ~ I --z I Yl 1, J -I, "ti > ~j J ,r-"i2 R'nh' (r) 
~~)l-:21 I dJ h j ffl > - R1in ' { r) ff. (42) ,. 
• • I 
Here R~~ 1 (r) include the reduced matrix element <j (n') 11 y1Jlj (K)> and the 
radial part. They are independent of µj. Using these results we get· 






In the present work w~ 
exact Dirac Function for two reasons. Firstly for atoms of low atomic 
numbers, as will be shown.in Section IV., the difference between the 
values of the matrix elements calculated by exact Dirac and Pauli approx-
imation is very small even in the first order (~ 10-6 cm-l for Z = 1, 
n = 2, K = +l term). So in.the second order, required accuracy can be 
attained by using Pauli approximation. On the other hand for high Z 
values where relativistic effects might be pronounced we need to include 
122 
the other sensitive effects like screening, electron.correlation, hyper .... 
fine splitting, etc. For the sawe reason calculations of the oscillator 
strength f or the transition probability are deferred~ 
mn 
If the energy E(~), for one or more levels is close·to E(o) the 
n n ' 
second order correction to the energy of the level n is large, as E(o) 
n 
E(~) is in the denominator, we cannot use Equation (38) and the shift 
n 
of the energy level must be found by exact•diagonalization of the matrix 
of the operator (H' + y). 
0 
For two closely spaced nondegenerate levels 
> E2(o)) this leads to the stationary values E1(o) and E(o) (with E(o) 2 1 . 1 
---------- ------
-
The origin from which the energy is measured is at ~(Eio) - E~o)). 
<< E(o) - E(o) then the energy values 
1 2 
are the same as given by the second order perturbation theory for 
the non degenerate levels, whereas for 2jv12 1 » E (o) 1 - E(o) 2 the values 
v12 = E = -E are 1 2 the same as given by first order perturbation theory 
and hence a linear effect is predicted. For the intermediate cases we 
find the mixture.of both the first order and the second order effects. 
The application of electric field sometimes removes the forbidden-
ness of the transition.· To see this let us.consider the two states 
ijJ~o) and tj;~o) with energies Ei°) and E~o) described above. Let their 
wavefunctionsin electric field be tj;l and $2 , respectively. Let as fur-
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ther suppose that there is a third non-degenerate.state ip~o) with energy 
E~o) which is connected only with the state l/J~o). In the.absence of 
(o) (o) 
electric field iµ1 = iµ1 and iµ 2 = iµ 2 and the spectrum consists of a 
single line:\Jwn the field is applied, each of the state iµ1 and iµ2 be-
comes the mixture of the unperturbed states iµ{0 ) and iµ 2 (o). Therefore 
E (o) - E 
3 1 
h 
there will be two lines in the spectrum.with frequencies w1 = 
The intensity of the w1 line is practically inde-
pendent of the electric field. Whereas that of the line w2 is propor-
lv12I 2. 
(E (o) - E (o» ' i.e., 
1 2 
tional to the square of the electric field. Thus 
the appearance of .the line with frequency w2 is regarded as a sign that 
the forbiddenness of the transition is removed. 
Section IV 
Calc.ula tion and Results 
The first order Stark shifts are calculated for n = 2,3,4,5, and 6 
for the atoms with atomic numbers z = l,2, •••••••••••• 9,29,39,49,59,69, 
79,89 and 99 (and are stored on that tape). The values for the electric 
fields used are dependent upon the Z values such that the fine structure 
splitting and.the Stark shifts are of the same order of magnitude. The 
dimensionality of the matrix, which is to be diagonalized, depended on 
the values of n and µ. For example n = 3 and µ = ~' k can take values 
-
1 +l, -2, +2, -3. Hence we had a 5 x 5 matrix to be diagonalized~ 
6, µ = ~' 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2, the matrices were 11, 9, 7, 5, 
and 3 dimensional and the energy level splits into 36 components. Even 
after the application of the electric field the energy levels (nxµ) and 
(nk-µ) are .not separated hence the energy levels for µ and -µ are still 
degenerate. This phenomena gives.an added important tool to the experi-. 
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mentalist and has been abundantly used in.the Stark shift measurements 
by the level crossing method and the method of beats. 
For low values of the atomic number the difference between the cal-
culations of the energy shift using the exact Dirac and Pauli approxima-
tions as is to be expected, is of the order of 10-3 to 10-S cm-1 , and 
hence we were not·able to show the difference on the graph. Table I 
gives the calculations for various values of the field for n = 2 and 
Z = 4o The energy level with K = -n and µ = (n-~) is not affected by 
the electric field. So we take its energy as the reference level and 
calculate the shifts of other sub-levels for a given n value. 
Figures. 2 through 6 give the splittings of different terms. In 
Figure 2, we have graphed the splitting of n = 2 and Z = 4 term. The 
electric fields used for the calculations range from 0.0 to 351.4 Kv/cm 
-1 in a step of 50 Kv. cm • The fine structure splitting is of the order 
of 93.3542 cm-1 • In the electric field the K degeneracy is broken and 
k k 
2S/ and 2P12 states separate out. We notice that there is no level 
"'2 "'2 
crossing here, But if one applies a magnetic field parallel to the 
electric field then P312 (µ = -3/2) level will cross P~(µ = ~) term and 
one can use the level corssing method to study the shifts. 
In Figure 3, we have graphed n = 3 terms for Z = 1 as well as Z = 3, 
-1 for. the field strength 0 to 700 and 0 to 70,000 volts cm respectively. 
Sample calculations for these cases are given in Table II (see also at 
the end of the Appendix). Table III gives; the field strengths at which 
r:bE various levels cross. 
In Figure 4, we have graphed n = 4 for Z = 2; for the field strength 
-1 0 to 3500 volts cm • Table IV gives the field strength at which dif-
ferent levels cross. Figure 5 is drawn for n = 5 and Z = 2. Here we 
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TABLE I 
STARK SHIFT CALCULATIONS FOR n.= 2, Z =- 4 
Stark Shift Using Stark Shift . 
j µ K F Million Volt Dirac .Wave Functd:ons Luder's Calculations 
-1 -1 -1 
cm cm cm 
3/2 ~ -2 0.2 0 .294231 0.294461 
0.4 1.171366 1.172346 
0.6 2.615130 2. 617216 
0.8 4.599243 4.602874 
1.0 7.089028 7.094558 
1.2 10. 043625 10.051319 
1.4 13.418507 13.428542 
~ ~ -1 0.2 - 89.796186 - 89.745283 
0.4 - 86.546617 - 86.494786 
0.6 - 83.612549 - 83.560100 
0.8 - 80.992480 - 80.939678 
LO - 78.676516 - 78.623625 
1.2 - 76.647472 - 76.594715 
1.4 - 74.882425 - 74.829977 
~ ~ -1 0.2 - 97~206534 - 97.158236 
0.4 -101.333210 -101.286590 
0.6 -105. 711072 -105.666219 
0.8 -110.315251 -110. 272252 
1.0 -115.12094 -115.079953 
1.2 -120 .104668 ' -120.065689 
TABLE II 
STARK SHIFT CALCULATIONS FOR n = 3, Z = 1 and Z = 3 
n = 3 
z = 1 
F Exact Dirac Lliden's Work Symmetric F Exact Dirac 
volt/cm Hamiltonian Kvolt/cm 
-1 -1 cm-1 -1 cm cm cm 
j = 5/2 µ = 1/2 K = (-3) 
100.4 .0106138 .0106138 .033873 10 .16?+407 
200.8 • 0336 720 .0336720 • 0667746 20 .606753 
300. 2. • 0623209 .0623225 . 0.1001620 30 1. 238854 : 
401.6 .0942006 .0942023 0.1335493 40 1. 998812 
502.0 .128098 .12810132 0.166936 50 2.851092 
j = 5/2 µ = 3/2 (K = -3) 
100.4 .0717517 .07175615 .017638 10 .0126984 
200.8 .0223443 .0223448 .0352761 20 .0485502 
301. 2 .0399033 .0399037 .0529142 30 .102377 
401.6 .0582793 .0582797 .0705523 40 .168795 
502.0 • 0770098 .0770115 .0881904 50 .243659 
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TABLE III 
LEVEL CROSSING FIELDS FOR n = 3, Z = 1, and Z = 3 
j I µ' (KI) 
3/2 3/2 (+2) 
5/2 5/2 (-3) 
z = 1 z = 3 
100.0 volt cm-l 2.7 ·x 104 ,volts/cm 
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LEVEL CROSSING FIELDS FOR n = 4, Z = 2 
j µ K j I µ I • KI Level Crossing Fields 
5/2 ~ (-3) 5/2 5/2 (+3) 1120.0 volts/cm 
5/2 ~ (+3) 7/2 7/2 (-4) 1130.0 volts/cm 
5/2 3/2 (+3) 7/2 7/2 (-4) 1500.0 volt13/cm 
5/2 ~ 2 (+3) 7/2 5/2 (-4) 2425.0 volts/cm 
5/2 ~ (-3) 7/2 7/2 (-4) 2650.0 volts/cm 
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can notice the complexity of the splitting. In Figure 6, we draw the 
splitting for n = 6 and Z = 3. However, only µ = ~ terms are graphed 
as the inclusion of all the 36 levels will lead to no understandable 
and clear picture. In Figure 7 we show the effect of electric field on 
1/2 1/2 . the transition (2P312 + 2P112 ) as a function of Z. 
From Figures 2 through 6 we see that the term (j =- n - ~' µ = n - ~) 
does not have first order Stark effect. Hence to study the effect of an 
. 
electric field on terms like 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 and 6hll/2 2P3/2' 3D5/2' 4f7/2' 5g9/2 11/2 We· 
have to use the second order perturbation calculations. 
Figure 8 shows the energy level shifts which are calculated by 
using the Symmetric Hamiltonian. Because of the 0(4) symmetry there is 
no spin orbit splitting and the shifts are very linear.. Junge and 
31 32 Steubing ' have experimentally measured Stark shifts in lOn component 
of HS line and 18n component of Hy line. Table V gives comparison of 
experimental and theoretical.values of proportionality constant a. 
Between 5000 and 12000 v/cm the shift .is linear. In Figure 9a we have 
plotted the results for lOn component of HS and in 9b we plotted 18n 
component of Ry· For fields below 5000 v/cm the shift is quadratic. than 
linear. The experimental results of Kessner who used fields from 48 
kv/cm to 98 kv/cm agree with non relativistic calculations of Schrodinger 
and Epstein. 
Steubing and Gunther have done Stark shift measure on HeII 4686 
l'13) 
line. The field strength in their experiment varies from 50 to 110 
kv/cm. In Figure 10 we give the calculated and experimental resultso 
In this case the difference in the results from Dirac and Symmetric 
Hamiltonian is very small. 
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PARAMETER FOR THE FIRST ORDER STARK EFFECT 
First Order Stark Constant in 
-1. -1 
n nf n.nf· 
cm /Kv cm Experimental Dirac Symmetric 
2 1 2 .05631 .052788 
3 2 6 .06317 .055645 
.06497 .055445 
1 3 .06545 .067181 
.0624 
.06450 .05855 
4 3 12 .06421 .05706 
2 8 .06421 .06659 .06449 
.06411 .05945 
1 4 .06439 .06682 . 06428 
.06423 .06082 
.06402 .05739 
5 4 20 .06395 .05815 
3 15 .06395 .06619 .06402 
.06385 .05981 
.06662 
2 10 .06453 .06111 
.05849 




strong rr and er components of HeII 3203 line. Range.of the field here 
again was 50 to 110 kv/cm. The proportionality constant is 6.402 
-1 -1 
cm /Mv. cm • Level splitting in deuteron were measured by Steubing 
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35 
et al. • Their results for Brr of DS and 15rr of DY give the value of a 
-1 -1 
as 6.44 and 6.48 cm /Mv.cm • Steubing and Lebowsky have done.the 
36 
measurements of shifts in crossed electric and magnetic fields • 
The linear Stark effect is possible only in .. hydrogen.and hydrogen 
like atoms, and hence the range of its validy is limited. For all non-
degenerate energy levels the co_ntribution from first order Stark effect -
is zero. The phenomena of hyperfine structure lifts the degeneracy even 
for hydrogen.like atoms with nonzero nuclear spin. - The Lamb shift also 
eliminates the degeneracy between 2S~ and 2P~ states. In addition to 
this intrinsic difficulty the experimenters prefer to use the-levels 
like 2P(3/2; 3/2) or 3D(5/2, 5/2) which give linear shifts in Paschen. 
Ba.ck effect. Hence most of the recent experimental work reported in the 
literature is of the second order Stark effect. - Table VI gives such 
calculations and measurements. Level splitting in Li was observed by 
14 Budick, Marcus and Novick • Following is the brief description of their 
experiment •. 
The· Lithium atoms in the form of a beam are excited by.resonance 
radiation (transition 3P - 2S) and are in a .magnetic field. At a field 
strength 915 G the sub-levels 2P312 (µ = - 3/2) and2P~(µ =~)cross. 
This is registered as the resonance behavior of the intensity of 
fluorescence at angle 90° with the direction of the exciting radiation. 
When _the constant electric field E, parallel to the magnetic field H, 
is applied, the sub-levels 2P312 and 2P112 are unequally shifted and 
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TABLE VI 
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STARK SHIFTS FOR Rb AND Cs in Mc/(kv/m) 2 
Nucleus State (cal)· (cal) (expt) Exptal. crossing 
fields (kv/cm) 
Rb85 2 3.34 . 
- .494 -0.521 0.021 8. 77 0.18 6 p3/2 
10.95 
Rb87 2 6 p3/2 3.34 -0.494 -0.521 .021 14.3 
Csl33 2 9.03 -1.05 1.077 .043 11.07 .02 7 p3/2 13.5 
·Cd 53P 1 8.5 1.3 1. 70 .07 
Hg 63P 1 5.5 0.92 . 1.57 .06 
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TABLE VII 
PARAMETER FOR QUADRATIC STARK EFFECT IN ALKALI ATOMS 
Atom Transition Observed Value 
y 
Method of Observation · ·calcµlated 
y 
2p - 2s 
3p - 2s 
2p - 4s 
+(4 ± 2) 10-7 _4 . Shift of the centre of 2~7 x 1o:r 
- (1. 4 ± 0. 3) 10 _4 gravity of absorption L 1 x 10 _4 
-(1.9 ± 0.4)10 line l~S x 10 
3p1 - 3s ~ 
±3/2 3p312 + 3s 
-7.6 x 10 -7· 
... 7 
-4.1 x 10 
23 ±1/2 -7 Na 3p312 + 3s -11.l x 10 
39 K 
3±3/2 3 P3/2 + s 
±1/2 3p312 + 3s 
Sp - 4s 
6p - 4s 
4s (F=2) 
4s(F=l) 
-7 4.1 x 10 
-7 11.0 x 10 
-6 
- 3.4 x ,10_4 
- 1.6 x 10 
-(2.S3±.2S) x 
10-12 
-(2. 21±0 .17) 
10-12. 
Sp - Ss -(2.0±.2)x10 -6 
Rb8S s±312 Ss -(1.8±.2)xl0-6 P3/2 -
S±l/2 Ss -(3•0±.4)xl0-6 P3/2 -
7p - 6s - 1.18 x 10 -4 
cs133 ±1/2 -4 7p312 - 6s - 1.46 x 10 
6±3/ 2 - 6s -(4.0±.8)xl0-6 P3/2 
6±it2 - 6s -(6.2±1)xl0-6 P3/2 
Atomic Beam Method 
Double Refraction 
Method 
Shift of center of 
gravity of absorption 
line 






-7 ~4 x 10'.""7 
-4.1 x 10 -7 
-10.6 x 10-7 
10.6 x 10-7 
-7 10.6 x 10 
. ...:s 
- 3.3 x 10_4 
- .1. 8 x 10 _12 
- 3.1 x 10 
- 3.0 x 10-12 
- 3.3 x 10.,..12 
-6 
- 0.9 x 10_6 
- 2.0 x 10 
-6 0.6 x 10.,..6 
1.8 x 10. 
-6 1.9 x 10_6 
2.9 x 10 
-4 
- 1.17 x 10_4 
- 1.63 x 10 
-6 
- 2.3 x 10_6 
- 4,0 x 10_6 
- 3.8 x 10 
-6 4.9 x 10_6 
S.9 x 10_6 
6.0 x 10 
Atom Transition 





TABLE VII (Continued) 
Observed Value Method of Observation 
y 
. -6 







- 3.1 x 10-6 
- 3.8 x lo-6 




Table VII gives comparison of observed and calculated constants for 
the quadratic Stark shift t::.v of frequencies of transitions in Alkali 
metal atoms. The·constant Y is defined by the re~ation l:::.v = ye 2 where 
t::.v is in cm-1, E in kv/cm and y is in cm-1/kv/cm) • 
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1/2 -1/2 -3/2 two possible crossings, i.e., of P112 and P112 with P312 .• Hence one 
can measure the shifts in the levels in terms of magnetic field. It 
was found that the size of the shift measured with the change in the 
magnetic field has the relation AH = 2 (.056 ± .• Oll)e • H is in gauss 
and e in kv/cm. This result'is in good agreement with the theoretiCal 
results 
AH = 2 .048 € 
For completeness we reproduce here (in Table VII) the table given by 
Bounch, Bruevich and Khodov which gives a comparison of observed and 
calculated constants for the quadratic.Stark shifts. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
In this work we have taken up the problem of nonrelativistic, rela-
tivistic and approximate relativistic p-e system to study the symmetries. 
In doing so it 'has been found that the classification of the bases for 
the irreducible representations of the groups 0(4), 0(4,1) and SU(2,2) x 
0(4) to which p-e bound system belongs shows a cohesive connection. The 
relativistic p-e bound system has wave .function which are solutions of 
the well known Dirac equation. These form the bases for the Y1 cr irre-~ 
dueible reoresentation of the 0(4,1) group. On the other hand Schrod-
inger coulomb problem belongs to the ±nvariant group 0(4) and the non-
invariant group 0(4,2). Its solutions form the basis functions for the 
Y ,cr irreducible representation of the group 0(4,1). 
0 
The most interesting thing from the symmetry point of view is that 
the relativistic symmetric Hamiltonian, even though it has the invariant 
group 0(4) and the dynamical group of SLj(2,c)@ SU(2,2) has solutions 
that also form the basis functions for the irreducible representation 
Y1 ,cr. In other words the approximate symmetric Hamiltonian introduced 
"i 
by Biedeharn and Swamy does incorporate the spin without losing the in-
v;;.i::iant group structure of the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian. This aspect 
0f i.t might be of use to the particle physicists.who have the problem of 




We have also been able to arrive at the solutions of the relativis- . 
tic symmetric Hamiltonian in the momentum space, in closed form, in con~ 
trast to the solutions of Dirac Coulomb Hamiltonian in the momentum 
space, whose wave functions can only be obtained numerically. The com-
plexity of the Schrodinger differential equation in the momentum space 
or its.counter part, the symmetric Hamiltonian, is due to the fact.that 
the Coulomb potential is prescribed in coordinate space, and in,the 
quantum mechanics the operators ~'sand p's do.not commute. In spite of 
this the wave.functions of the relativistic symmetric Hamiltonian in the 
momentum space are in closed form. They are· related to the momentum 
space wave functions of the Schrodinger equation in the limiting process. 
The relativistic symmetric Hamiltonian itself goes over in to free field 
Dirac Hamiltoni,an (plane wave equation) in .the limiting process (aZ) + o. 
The structure of the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for Coulomb field 
or for that.matter even the harmonic oscillator, is very simple.in the 
Fock-Bargmann space which is a complex mixture of both coordinate and 
momentum spaces. Thus we tookadvantage of the simplicity of the 
structure of the Hamiltonian and the wavefunctions in this space to 
study certain properties. The parabolic and the spherical wavefunctions 
for the nonrelativistic Coulomb problem were obtained in. the Fock-Ba:tg-
mann space and it has be~n shown that they are connected through the 
Clebsch~Gordan theorem. 
It is also possible to establish the Clebsch-Gordan connection of 
r.he free field (external electric field) and Stark wavefunctions of the 
hydrogen atom in the coordinate space by direct. evaluation of the trans-
formation coefficients in accordance with the Dirac Transformation 
Theoryo Using the symmetry properties one can give a group theoretical 
derivation of this result as it is done in this thesis. The proof on 
the lines of the Transformation Theory uses the coritiguous relations 
between the hypergeometric functions of variables in the.coordinate 
space which one can not generalize to wave functions in other spaces, 
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On the other hand the symmetry arguments and the proof along group 
theoretical lines is independent of coordinate and one immediately knows 
that Clebsch-Gordan connection holds good in momentum and Fack-Bargmann 
spaces as.well. 
This result is valuable. for the relativistic symmetric Hamiltoniano 
This Hamiltonian has very complicated structure in parabolic coordinateso 
It is difficult·to solve as an eigen equation. But the existence of the 
vector invariants J and K, and the 0(4) invariance of the Hamiltonian 
innnediately leads us to the conclusion that its wavefunctions in.the 
parabolic coordinates must be connected to the wavefunctions in the 
spherical coordinates through the Clebsch-Gordan theorem. The deep 
practical interest in expressing the wavefunctions in parabolic coordin-
ates consists in its applicability to.study the Stark affect. 
The synnnetry property can also be used to evaluate certain radial 
integrals involving multipole opera.tors, of interest in electric and 
magnetic transitions, and bound state wavefunctions of the nonrelativis-
t.ie Coulomb problem. We have been able to derive the Pasternack recur-
sion relation for the expectation values and the Pasternack Sternheimer 
result for the vanishing of certain radial matrix elements using 0(4) x 
SU(2) group generators. Thus the properties which were thought to be 
ar.:cide.n.tal due to the structure of the radial wavefunctions has a deeper 
group theoretic meaning. 
In case of the continuum state wavefunctions we were able to obtain 
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the numerical values of the matrix elements up to a constant using the 
operator techniques. The operators which lead to these matrix elements 
follow a systematic trend. These operators can be reduced to a sum of 
conunutation relations between multipole operators and.the Hamiltonian 
whose matrix elements with respect to appropriate basis functions vanish 
giving the desired result. 
As an application of the Synunetric Hamiltonian to a problem of·ex-
perimental interest the study of Stark effect was taken up. The calcu-
lations obtained using relativistic Symmetric Hamiltonian wavefunctions 
and Dirac wavefunctions were compared with Luder's work and with the 
experimental results of Steubing and Junge on Hand H lines. The theo-
retical and experimental values of first order Stark Shifts in various 
components of HeII 4686 line were also compared. The results show that 
for field strengths 5000 v/cm to. 12000 v/cm the Stark shift is linear 
but for fields below 5000 v/cm the shift is more quadratic than linear, 
which is as it should be, be~ause at low field~ (a~ is described in 
Chapter V, Section 3) the linear Stark effect goes over into the 
quadratic Stark effect for levels which are very close. The calculations 
using Pauli wavefunctions agree very well with experimental results for 
hydrogen lines but for HeII and LiIII the discrepancy is noticeable. 
The first structure splitting which varies as the fourth power of the 
atomic number becomes quite large as Z increases whereas first order 
-1 Stark effect varying approximately as Z gets smaller. Hence, the 
fields for which the fine structure is nullified get larger. 
The shifts are also dependent on n. As n increases the fine struc-
ture splitting becomes small whereas the Stark shifts get larger. For 
fairly high Z therefore, and for n = 6 or 7 the situation becomes so 
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complicated·that without very accurate calculations (accuracy about 
-5 -1 . -
10 cm ) one cannot tell certainly which level is crossing ·only on the 
basis of experimental work. 
Figures 9 and 10 show·that Symmetric Hamiltonian gives reliable 
shifts for medium electric field strengths. One difference between the 
results obtai,ned using the·Symmetric Hamiltonian.and those.of the exact 
Dirac Hai,niltonian, of advantage· in experimental work, is th,at the shifts 
vary linearly with the applied field, In this respect there is an 
additional superiority over the non-relativistic, where also the shifts 
are. linear, in as much as. they are dependent on the j value of the 
state, Thus, we conclude that the effect of symmetry is to linearize 
the shifts without·suppressing their j dependence or spin dependence. 
The use of Stark shifts to measure the electric fields is a stand-
ard·technique.in·experimental plasma physics. One usually uses the 
shifts in the Balmer lines. Because of the presence of other ions the 
shape of Stark component is distorted and depends on.the density of 
electrons in the plasma at the point of observation. An ·accurate Stark 
profile calculation, therefore, gives valuable information .not only on 
the electric field but also on the electron density and the temperature 
of the plasma which are of immense importance in controlling thermo-
nuclear reaction. In short 'accurate first order Stark shifts do give 
valuable information on energy levels of hydrogen like atoms in electris: 
fields of experimental importance. 
Suggestion for Further.Work 
If it is possible to describe spin orbit interaction in the frame 
work of Symmetric.Hamiltonian, to a first.order approximation, it will 
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then be possible to study by numerical methods how close one can predict 
the actual level shifts using the Symmetric Hamiltonian wavefunctions. 
Group theoretical study of the hydrogen atom in the electric field itself 
is an interesting problem, to which. not much attention has been paid. A 
more 4if f icult probiem would be the study of hydrogen atom in crossed 
electric and magnetic fields, especially with respect to its relation to 
the invariance and non-dnvariance groups and the energy spectrum. 
Second and higher order Stark shifts in levels like 2P(3/2, 3/2), 
D(5/Z, 5/2) or on other lines in alkali atoms can be calculated on the 
basis of the Symmetric Hamiltonian. This basis is suited for such· cal-
culations because of the simple structure of the radial functions as 
compared to Dirac wavefunctions. The theoretical study of Stark shifts 
of the impurity levels in solids needs lots more attention than has 
been given, as also the study of electroabsorption of Wanier excitons 
in semi-conductors. 
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APPENDIX 
Here we give the listing of computer programs used in the calcula-
tions reported in Chapter V. There are two mainline programs. 
RGKU ·: 
RGKl 
In this program the metrix elements of the Stark inter-
action are calculated ·using the solutions. of the 
Symmetric Hamiltonian. The matrices are diagonalized 
and the Stark shifts are printed in the units of 
(meter)-1 • 
In thisprogram the matrix elements are~alculated 
using exact Dirac wavefunctions and the Pauli wave-
functions; The metrices are diagonalizeq and the 
-1 Stark shifts are printed in the unit of (meter) • 
The first program invdlves only one subroutine 'GIVENS'~ Whereas 
the sec.and program involves 3 subroutines, 'DIRACL'., 'DGAMMA', AND 
'GIVENS'. 'DGAMMA' calculates gamma functions in the radial integrals 
using the Bernouli nu,mbers. Subroutine DIRACL calculates E(n,k), N(n,k) 
and the radial integrals I 11 , I 12 , I 21 .and I 22 • 
GIVENS 
The subroutine diagonalizes a given hermitian matrix and gives the 
roots and vectors, 




FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN 
0001 IMPLICIT REAl•8CA-H,o~zJ 
OC02 DIMENSION AC6J, BC6), CC7), DC5J, BETAC6J, CXIC61 
0003 DIMENSION CPENC71, CMENC7J, CPONE (7), CMONEl71 
0004 DIMENSION Y(5), Zf5), TC5), WC5) 
OC05 DIMENSION AYl6), 8Yl6J, CYC6J, OYC6J 
0006 DIMENSION ROOTCll>, CRATCHCl5,5) 
OC07 DIMENSION RM Cl2tl2J, VECT 115 9 151 
0008 DIMENSION ARRAYl661, XllOJ 
0009 DIMENSION BX ClOI , BX2 ClOI 
OClC DIMENSION ROOTDC12J 
OCll DIMENSION Fl I 6,10 I 
0012 EXTERNAL GIVENS 
C THIS PROGRAMME CALCULATES MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE OPERATOR Z 
C IN THE BASIS OF SYMMETRIC HAMILTONIAN 
0013 DC 4 I• 1115 
0014 DO 4 J• 115 
0015 4 CRATCHCl 1JI •DO.D 
OCH 00 15 lzl, 15 
OC17 DO 15 J•lt 15 
OC:18 AB• 1.0 
enc; VECTI I 1JI -1.0+ AB• .005379813 
OC20 15 AB• AB+l.O 
OC21 Nl z 3 + 2 
0022 N2 '"' 2 
0023 Fl ( 6,1 = 2510.0 • 40.0 
OC24 Fl ( 511 z 2510.0 • 40.0 
OC25 Fl I 4,1 • 2510.0 * 40.0 
OC26 Fl I 3,1 • 5020.0 • 20.0 
OC27 Fl I 2,1 I • 5020.0 * 20.0 
OC28 E = 1.60210-19 
OC29 ANOT m 5.29170-11 
CC3C PLC z 6.6260-34 
0031 Vl • 2.997930+08 
OC32 AtPHA=l.0/137.0388 
0033 14 AN•Nl 
0034 NlMl = Nl-1 
OC35 NIMZ • Z•Nl -2 
OC36 RMU=0.5 
OC37 IRMU • 1 
CC3E 00 90 J=lr 12 
0039 00 90 K=l, 12 
OC40 90 RMCK,Jl:00.00 
CC41 35 RJ= 1.5 
C XN IS ORDER OF THE MATRIX TO BE DIAGONALIZED 
OC42 XN = CAN- RMUJ•z.o 
OC4~ N =XN 
OC44 IF I N.LE.l ) GO TO 125 
C NSIZE IS THE LENGTH OF THE EIGEN VECTOR. 
OC45 NSIZE =N 
C KEY NUMBER OF EIGENVECTORS NEEDED 
OC4~ KEY = -N 
c X1S ARE THE RESULT AFTER ANGULAR INTEGRATION 
OC47 00 40 Isl, NIMl 
0041! IFIRMU.GE.RJI GO TO 39 
0049 AX•IRJ••Z.O-RMU••Z.01**•5 
CC5C x (II =AX /I a.o * RJ I 
OC51 GO TO 40 
OC52 39 XllJ=O.O 
160 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 MAIN 
0053 40 RJ•RJ H. 
OC!l4 RJ•0.5 
0055 DO !10 1•1,NlMl 
0056 IFIRMU.GT.RJI GO TO 49 
OC57 X(l+Nl-11•- RMU 
OC58 GO TO 50 
OC59 49 Xll+Nl-11 • o.o 
CC6C 50 RJ•RJ+l.O 
OC61 CHAR • 1.0 
0CE2 51 Kl • 1 
OC63 IZ • CHAR 
0064 F "' FLIN!, 1 J •110.0l**IIZ-lt 
CC65 ENCNV • I ALPHA •E•CHAP••21**2/C2.0•ANOT•PLC*VLI 
0066 ALFHA • ALPHA * CHAR 
0067 DO 10 1•1,Nl 
CCEE FI•I 
0069 10 CXllll•C ll.O+IALFHA/Fll**2 l/Cl.O+IALFHA/AN 1**2 )IU.5 
0070 S•l.O 
CCll DO 5 l•l ,Nl 
OC72 ACll•-l.5•AN•CAN••2-( S J .. 21••.5 
OC73 5 S•S•l.O 
OC74 DO 16 I• lw Nl 
0075 S•I 
OCH 16 Cl II •• 5•13.• AN**2 - s•cs-1.011 
0077 EN•l.O/Cl.O+CALFHA/ANJ••2 l••.5 
0078 EV~ .51•110.01••6 
C FNEV IS BINDING ENERGY I~ EV. 
OC79 ENEV .. IEN-1.J•ev 
OC80 DO 60 Jsl,Nl 
cce1 CPEN Cll •CCXICll+ENJ••.5 
OC82 CMEN Ill •ICXICIJ-ENl**•5 
OC83 CPClf\E Ill "' (CXICIJ+l.01 ... 5 
OCS4 CMONE III s ccx1111-1.01••.5 
0085 60 BEifAC .,,., CCXII 11**2 -1.01•1cx1111••2 -EN••2 11••.5 
OC86 J= 1 
oce1 DO 7C I• lt NlMl 
0088 K = J+l 
oca~ SUYl = CPENCJl•CPEN(KJ •CMENCJJ• CMENCKJ 
0090 VIII =CPONECJI* CPONEIKJ •SUVl 
OC9l ZCIJ =CMCNECJI* CMONECKI *SUYl 
OC92 SUY2 = CPENCJJ•CMENIKI +CMENCJI* CPENCKI 
0093 WC I J =CMONE CJ I• CPONEC Kl• SUY2 
OC94 TCIJ =CPONE IJI• CMONECKI* SUY2 
0095 . 70 J= J+l 
0096 DO 24 I"' l, NlMl 
CC~7 AYCII ACll * Y(IJ + ACl+ll* ZCII 
OC98 BYCll = ACI+ll *VIII +Alli *ZCIJ 
OC99 CYIII =CCI+ll • Wiii 
ClCC DYCIJ ,.CCl+lJ * TUI 
0101 ex c 11 = cc 2.o•cx1111••2-1.01•12.o•cxr 11+u••2.o-1.01J ... 5 
0102 AX21Il=C2.0•CXICll••2-1. 1•e.o•RJ•IRJ+l.OI 
010~ 24 CONTINUE 
0104 52 CONVF = -2.0*F*(ANOT/ALPHAl**211E*CHAR**51 
C 10 ~ V " CONVF 
0106 Vl = V 
0107 DC 91 I= 11 NlMl 
ClCE Fl =l 
OlC~ M=Nl+l-1 
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RMC2•1-1,2•11 .. Vl• 2.• XCM 1•12.ou l•CXI cu- FI •BETA(IJ) 
X/BX 211) 
RM ( 2* 1-1, 2•I+llsl AYlll-CYIIll• Xlll•Vl I BX Ill 
RM C 2* 11 2•1+21 "' XIII* I 8YII l+DYll II *Vl I BX Ill 
'H CCt.Tll\UE 
H ,. 2. 0 * RHU 
N3 "' 2. * RMU + XN - 1.0 
L"'l 
00 110 K•M 1N3 
DO 109 JzM 1K 
ARRAVILI• RMIJ,KI 
109 LzL+l 
DC 110 J-=K,N3 
110 Rll(J,Kl=R~CK,JI 
800 FORHATClH01/1lllX10l6.8I I 
DC 120 K=ll1N3 
120 WRITEl6,8COI IRHCK 1Jl 1J•M 1N31 
CALL GIVENS I NoKEY 1NSIZE,ARRAY 1CRATCH 1ROOT,VECTI 
00 54 I "' 1 1 1\ 
ROOT II) a ROOT III * ENCNV 
54 WRITE I 6,856 I JZ,Nl,Kl,JRMU,J,F,ROOTIII 
856 FORllAT I 2X, 312 , 213,21 5X, 024.16 II 
OELF • FLINltl I *110.0l**llZ-11 
F "' F + 2.0 * DELF 
Kl "' Kl+ 1 
IF I Kl.GE. 7 ) GO TO 122 
GC TC 52 
122 CHAR "' CHAR +l. 
IF I CHAR.GE.3 • I GO TO 34 
GC TC 51 
34 RMUzRMU+l.O 
IRMU • IRMU + 1 
IFIRllU.GT.ANI GO TO 125 
GO TO 35 
125 "1 ,. Nl-1 
IF ( Nl.LT.N2 GO TO 130 
GO TO 14 
130 STOP 
ENO 
o.o -0.24309496C OB 0. 72l 9nf6C C9 o.o c.o o.o o.o 
-0.243a94%0 OB a.a a.a o.645756610 o~ c. 0 o.o o.o 
0.721997f6C 09 a.o a.a -C.217443650 OE 0.67ll 1694C 09 o.o o.o 
c.c 0.645756610 09 -0.2! 744365C 06 c.o a.o a.512570240 09 0 .o 
o.o a.a C.67lll694C 09 a.a o.a -O.l66077HO 08 o. 517779250 09 
c.c a.a a.a 0.512570240 09 -0. !66077140 08 a.a o.o 
o.c a.a a.a a.a 0.5! 777925C 09 a .o o.o 
:Z. N 
F "' 
VOL\~ I M~"I" [I<. ( t"''H& >' _,..i 
I 4 I I I 0.1004000000000000C 06 0.6874153BB02B492?0 02 
I 4 I I 2 C. ICC4CCaCOCCCCOCOO 06 0•514964B42377B5870 02 
l 4 I I 3 O.la04COOOCCOOCOOOO 06 C.23050al?3024Cl350 02 
I 4 I I 4 c.1cc•coacaoaaooaoc 06 -a.74171161185668220-08 
l 4 I 1 5 C. !CC4COOCCCCCCCOOO 06 -0.23a50013309Bl847C 02 
l 4 l 1 6 o.1oa40000000000000 06 -0.534964B42452C2990 02 
l • 1 I 1 c.1cc4COOOOOaaaaooo 06 -0.68741538Bl0266350 02 
a.a -0.7292B4B9C OB a.216599300 IC a.a c. 0 o.o a.a 
-0. 72Q2B4B9C 08 a.a a.a a.!937269BO IC a.a o.o o.o 
0.2!659930C 10 a.a a.a -o. 652330950 ce C.201335CBO IO a.a 0 .o 
c.c 0.193726980 10 -o.c5233C95C ce a.a a.a 0.153771070 10 o.o 
o.c o.o a. 20133scBo 10 a.a o.o -O.lo9B231430 08 0.155333780 10 
c.c c.c c.o 0.153771070 IC -0,49B23!43C OB o.o o.c 
c.c c.o o.o 0 .o 0.155333JBO IC o.c a.a 
4 2 I l a. 3012oooocoaoooooc 06 C,20622461640854770 O! 
2 1 2 0.3Cl2COCCCOCCCOCOO 06 0.1604B945271.335760 03 I-' 
2 I 3 o.1012cocccooocoooo oc C.69150C399C7204CRD 02 
°' 
"" 
l 4 2 1 4 o.3012ooocooooooooo 06 -0.22251348355700470-07 
I 4 2 1 5 0.3012COCCCCCCCOOOO 06 -0.69150039929455420 02 
1 4 2 1 6 0.30120000000000000 06 -C.l6C489452735609CO 03 
I • 2 1 1 0.3012COOOCOOOOOOOO 06 -0.20622461643079910 C3 
o.c -0.121547480 09 0.360998830 lC o.o o.o o.o o.o 
-0.12!54748C 09 o.o o.o o. 322878300 IC c.o o.o o.o 
o. 36C99 e03c 10 o.o o.o .. -0.108721820 09 0.33555847C 10 o.o o.o 
c.c C.?22e7E3CO IC -0.!0872182C C9 o.o o.o 0.256285120 10 o.c 
o.c o.o 0.335~5e470 lC o.o o.o -0.830385710 OB 0 .258889630 10 
o.c c.c o.o 0.256285120 10 -0.830385710 08 o.o o.o 
c.c c.o o.o o.o 0.258889630 lo o.o c.c 
4 3 l l 0.502000000-00000000 06 0.34370769401424620 03 
2 0.502COO-OOOOOOOOOOO 06 0.26748242118892940 03 
3 0.50200000000000000 06 0.11525006651200680 03 
4 3 l 4 0.502000000-00000000 06 -o. 370B5580.592e34110-01 
5 O. 5C2CCOOCCCCCCCOOO 06 -0.11515006654909230 03 
6 0.5020COOCOOOOOOOOO 06 -0.26748242122601490 03 
? 0.5020COOOOOOOOOOOO 06 -0.3H707694·05133170 03 
o.o -O.l7016647C 09 0.505398360 10 o.o c.o o.o o.o 
-0.17016647C 09 o.o o.o C.452029620 10 o.o o.o o.o 
O.~C~39E3f0 10 c.o o.o -0.152210550 09 0 .46978 l 860 10 o.o o.o 
o.c 0.452029620 10 -0.152210550 C9 o.o o.o o.358799170 10 o.o 
o.c o.o 0.469781860 10 o.o o.o -o .116254000 09 o.362445480 10 
c.c c. c o.o 0.35879917C 10 -o. l16254000 C9 o.o c. c 
































































CCMMC!N CONP 1 CONM 
CCl'l'Cll Q 
Oll'Et.SIClt. CCNP 1101 , CC!llM 1101 
DIMENSION CONSTA 161 , CCNST8161 
DlllEllSICll DL M 16,61 , CONST 161 , CNPl61 , CNHC61 
Oll'ENSIOt. Zl 161 , Z2 161 , Wl 161 , T 1 161, CONS 1101 
DIMENSION REDll0,2,9,5,111 , REDL 110,2,9,5 1 111 
Dll'EllSIOll ROOTDl121, UCERL 1121 
DIMENSICN DNKZC61 
CIMENSION FL I 6,10 I 
DIMENSION GKPC61 , Dl\ICl61, ENKl6J, GAM1161, UM2161 , GAM3161 
Dll'ENSION Al61, 8161tCll,21t 0151, BETAl61, CXll61 
Dl11E11s1c11 ccc1,21, ee 111 
DIMFNSIDN VC51, ZC51, TC51t 
DIMENSION AV161, BVl61, CYl6J, OVl61 
Dl~ENSICll ~CCTllll, CRATCH115,51 
DIMENSION RM 112,121, VECT 115,151 
Cll'fNSION ARRAVl661, XClOI 
OIMEt.SlCll RCllLD 1111 
DIMENSION Ql61 
Oll'El\SICN Yl 151 
WC51 
DIMENSION RML 112,121 , UDEA1151, UORAVl661 
EXTERNAL CIRAC 1 , OGAMl'A 
EXTERl\AL GIVENS 
2CO FORMAT I HFlC.e I I 
300 FORllATll .. 0,4015.7) 
BCC FORllATllH0,/,7ClX,Ol6o81 I 
75C FORl'AT I IH0,11//, 25lC, 'Rllll •• ' 015.7, 15X, I Nl • I ' 11 
111, lOX, If ••• 0 15.7, 1VOLT/METF.R '•· 15X, 'z • 11015.71 
e5o FCRMAT c lHC '2ox, 'llCCT 1•, 12, ' I "' '• 028.9,//, 5X, 8CD15.ll//t 
l Ill . 
cc,; J .. l.15 
00 It J• 1 ,5 
4 CRATC .. lltJI •00.0 
DO l;!i I= l 1 15 
DO l !! J'" lt 15 
Al!= l.O 
VECTll,JI =1.0+ AB• .005319813 
15 AB= AB+l.O 
DC 90 J=l1 12 
DC CJC 11:1, 12 
Riil IK1J I = 00.0 
90 RllllCJJl•00.00 
N 1 = 5 
N2 = 3 
FL 161 1 I " 2510.0 •40.0 
FL 15, 1 I "' 2510.0 •40.C 
FL I 4 0 1 I • 2510.0 •40.0 
FL 13 0 1 I 5020.0 • 2.0•lO.O 
FL 121 l I = 5018.0•2.0 •10.C 
E = 1.60210-19 
ANOT = 5.29170-11 
PLC a 6.626D-34 
Vl = 2.99793C+08 
ALPHA•l.Cl/131.C388 
SIGMA • 0 .O 
REAC I 51 200 I Q CU, I• 1,6 
! I',\ 
. i I ~ ' : ; 


































































c ix, 11 , 011.81 
Nl-1 
• 2•Nl -2 
"' 2* Nl - 1 + 2 
Rf'U•0.5 
I RMlJ • l 
35 RJs 1.5 
XN • !Alli- Rf'Ul•2.0 
N •lCN 
If I N.LE.l GO TO 125 
t<SIZE =N 
KEY "' -N 
CO 40 Isl, NlMl 
IFIRMlJ.GE.RJt CC TO 39 
AXzlRJ••2.0-Rf'U••2.0l••.5 
ax • .25 
XlllsAX/18.0•SX •RJI 
GO TO 40 
39 lCl I l:O.O 
40 RJ•RJH. 
RJ•0.5 
DO 50 1,.1,tilf'l 
IFIRMU.GT.RJI GO TO 49 
8lC 2 z 2.0 • RJ • I RJ + loO I 
lCll+Nl-11•- Rf'U/8lC2 
GO TO 50 
49 Xll+t<l-11 "'O.O 
50 RJ=PJ+l. C 
CHAR ,. 2.0 
51 Kl = l 
IZ CHAR 
IZH z IZ 
ALFHA = ALPHA • CHAR • CSQRT 15.10+051 
F FLINlrl I •110.01••11z-11 
ENCl\,V "' IALPHA•CHAR/ANl••2 
CALL OIRACllNlrAY,8YrCYrDY,ArBBrCCrDtCNK,ENK,CHARI 
52 CONVF = -2.0•F•IANOT/ALPHAl••2/IE•CHAR••51 
V "' CONVF 
Ill = F* At.CT 
75T FORMAT I llCr 012.1,, TIC, l~r 13, 215lC, 015.Tll 
DC 'll fz lr NlMl 
FI =I 
McNl+l-l 
CCNSTAl11 = CONP Ill • CONP I l+l I 
CONSTBlll = CCNM Ill * CChf' I l+l I I CCNSTA Ill 
RM I 2• f.1 2• lt2 I z lC( I I• I BYI I I-DYii II • CONSTBll l*V 
RM I 2• 1-1, 2•1+11•1 llYlll-CYllll• XIII •V l 
XCON = 2.0 • XIMI • CCtif' 111 I CCNPlll *Ill 
CKC cccr,11. UN - Fl I ••2 +cc11,21•1 01\iK Ill ••2-F1••21 
CLC 2.c• HK Ill. (AN - Fl I. ChK Ill •ee111 
RMl2•1-1 1 2•1 I a-XCON * I CKC - CLC I I I 1.0 + HK I II 
RM 12•1r 2*1 I z(ENK Ill -11 • 5.10+05 
RM I 2*1-1, 2*1-1 I • R~ I 2•1 , 2*1 I 
J "' l+l 
FJ "' J 
RML 12•1-11 2*1 •-1.5 • AN/CHAR• Xlf'I • DSCRT AN••2-Fl••21•Vl 
RML 12•1 0 2•1+21 •-1.5 • AN/CHAR• X(ll • OSQRT AN••2-FJ••21•111 
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RML (2•1-1, 2•IHI• -1.5 • AN/CHAR• xn1 ·•~T t AN••2-FI•41'lt'4'\ll 
Rl'IL c2•1,2•11 •-0.5•CALFHA/ANl••2•c1.o+ENCNV•CAN/FI-.7511 
RML C 2•1-1 , 2•1-U • Rl'ILC 2•1 , 2•1 I 
CCU lllUE 
RM C2•Nl-lo 2•Nl-l I • ( E~K INll-1 I • 5.10+05 
Rl'IL C2•Nl-lo2•Nl-l I • -o.5 •CALFHA/ANl••2 ., 1.0 +0.25 • ENCNV I 
M " 2.0 • lll'IU 
NJ • 2. t Rl'IL + XN - 1.0 
L•l 
DO 110 K•fl 
DO lO'l J•M 1 K 
UDRAYILI • RML (J,KI 
ARRAYCLI• Rfl(J,KI 
LsL+l 
or 110 J•l<,N3 
Rfll (J,KI ,. Rl'IL (l<,J 
RMCJoKl=Rl'IK,JI 
CALL GIVE~S IN,KEY,NSIZE,ARRAY, CRATCH1ROOToVECTI 
CALL GIVENS ( N,KEY,NSIZEoUCRAY,CRATCH,UDER,VECT 
UCERLClll " Rl'l C 2•Nl-lr2•Nl-l I •EllPLC•~LI 
ROOTOINI zfll' C 2•111-1,2•111-1 I •E/CPLC•VLI 
NM • N 1 -'4 
or 54 l=ltll 
RCOT Ill "'RCOT Cll • E/CPLC•Vl I - RrCTOllll 
UDER Ill • UOER Cll • E/ I PLC• Vl I - UOERLCNI 
FrRl'H ( 11-'0, 5Xo 12. lOX, c 20.20, ·20X, 02a.2c ' 5Xt 021t.16 I 
RED llZH,Nl'l,Kl,IRl'IU,I I " RCCT Ill 
REDL llZH,Nl'l,KltlRMU, I I ~ UOER Cll 
WRITE I 6,S56 I IZ,Nl,Kl,IRl'IU,l,F,ROOTlll, UOER (II 
FORMAT llX,513, 014.7, 2022.141 
FrRf'AT I 2X, 312 , 213,3( 5X, 021t.16 II 
DELF • FLINlol I •llO.Ol••llZ-11 
F = F + OELF• 2.0 
Kl : Kl+ l 
IF C Kl.GE.9 I GO TO 122 
GO T.O 52 
CHAR = CHAR + l.O+ SIGl'A 
CHAR : CHAR - SIGMA 
IF I CHAR.GE .3 • I GO TO 3" 
GC 10 51 
34 RMU 2 RMU+l.O 
125 
IRl'U " IPl'U + 
NMI = 2+111 
IFIRMU.GT.ANI GO TO 125 
GO TO 35 
00 126 J= 2, NMl 
Jfll = J-1 
DC 126 I = 11Jl"l 
IRMU = J-1 
F FLIN1 0 1 I 
DELF • FLCNl,l I 
IF I JRMU.H.Nll 
DC 126 Kl = 1,9 
F z F + OELF•2.0 
•110.01u11z-11 
•110.01uc 1z-11 
GO TO 12t: 
WRITE 16,856 I JZH,Nl,Kl1IRMU,1,F, REOllZH,Nl'l,Kl,IRMU,11 
X REOL IJZH,Nl"1Kl1 JRl'L,11 
126 CCNTINUE 
1125 H ,. f\l-1 
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If ( t.l.LT.N2 





GO TO UC 




























































l"'PLICIT REAL• 8 I A-~ , C•Z I 
COMMON CONP , CONM 
COMMON Q 
Dl .. EllSION C:l61 
DIMENSION DNKZC61 
DIMENSION CONP ClOI , CONM 1101 
Dl .. El'.SION ccc1,21, BB 171 
DIMENSION CP111211 CP2 11211 CSUM 1121 , SPS 11011 SMS 1101 
CIHl'.SICI'. Z1 C61 , Z2 161 , Wl CU , T 1 (61 0 CONS ClOI 
DIMENSION GKPC61 , DNKC6l1 El'.KC61 1 GA,.lC6l1 GAM2C61 1 GAM3C61 
DIMENSION Al61, BC611Cll1211 Dl51 1 BETAC61 1 CXIC61 
Dl .. El'.SICI'. CCNSTA 161 , CCl'.STBC61 
DIMENSICN DL H 16,61 , CCl'.ST 
DIMENSION YISI, Zl511 
Dl,.El'.SIOI'. AYl6l1 BYC61, CYC61, 
DIMENSION Yl 151 
Ah • hl 
NlMl " Nl -1 
N 1H3 "' 2 • N 1 + 
ALP~A•lo0/13700388 
ALFHA • ALPHA • CHAR 
DO 5 I• 11 N 1 
FI •I 
161 1 CNPC61 , CNM161 
TISI, WC51 
OYl6 I 
GKPCll DSC:RT IFI ••2- •LFHA ••2 
SFJ • Fl - GKP Cll 
SFI • 2o • IAN - Fii• SFI 
DNK Ill • DSQRT I Al'.••2 - SFI I 
ONKZI 11 • O.SQRT C AN .. 2 - SFI II CHAR 
AZ • C ALFHA I Ah - flt GKP CllJI •• 2 
AZ • DSQRT I lo + AZ I 
ENK I 11 " 1 • 0 I AZ 
CNPlll "DSQRT IC 1. +Ehl< Clll /14. • DNK Ill• I DNK lll+Fllll 
CNPlll •CNP CJJ • DSQRT ll2o0 I ONKZlll i•• 3 I 
IF I I. EC o N 1 I GO TO 4 
Cl'.M UI "Cl'.P Ill• CSCllT II CNK Cll +Fl II I DNKCll-FI II 
GO TO 6 
4 Cf\11 Ill • Cf\P llJ 
6 CALL OGA .. MA C 2. • GKPCll+lo 1 RES , ERR I 
GAMl 111 "' RES 
CALL OGA"'MA I 2o• GKP I 11 + AN - Fl + lo 1 RES , ERR I 
GAM2 Ill "' RfS 
CALL OGAMMA IAN-Fl+l. 1RES, ERR 
GAM31ll =RES 
CONPlll =ICNPlll/ GAMllll I• DSQRT GAM2 III /GAl'lllll 
CCNl'lll =ICNMCll/ GAMlCll I• OSQRT GAM2 Ill /GAM3Clll 
5 CONTINUE 
[Q 10 I" 11 N 1M1 
Fl = I 
00 12 K= 1, 2 
J "' I+ K -1 
FJ " J 
OLM (l,J I C DNK Cll + ONK IJll I IDNK Ill• DNK CJll•CHAR 
Cl • I 2o0 I DNKZIJI I •• C GKP (JI - loOI 
C2 = I 2oC I Ol'iKZCll I •• I Gl<P Ill - loOI 
C3 I loO/OLHll,Jll UI GKP Ill+ GKP CJI +loOI 
Cl23 =Cl • C2 • C3 • CONP Ill • CONP CJI 
DO 15 IKJ • 11 2 
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'. ~•. 04 3105 
"let 0 01 Q ce 
~.cc; 
' 10 111 
•• 12 
t ,13 
t 14 q l~ 
~p6 
AB • IKJ. -1 
CO 15 IJK • 1 , 3 
CD • IJK -1 
CPI IU • l.C 
ALP ,. 1.0 
BET • 1.0 
GKa2.• GKPll) +l.O 
ALPl - AN + Fl + AB 
NlMlt s Nlfl3-l-J 
IF C NlM4.EQ.O ) GO TC 19 
CC 40 IA 2, NlM4 
ALP • ALP• ALPl 
ALPl s ALPl +l.O 
BET BET • GK 
SQ "' IA 
51 CALL DGAMMA S Q , RES , ERR I 
CPI C IA ) • I ALP ICBET • RES )) 
40 GK • GK +l. 
42 ALPP s l.O . 
BETP '"' 1.0 
ALPPl • -AN + Fl + AB + CD 
AET2 2. • GKP IJt + 1.0. 
CP 2 IU ,. 1.0 
DD 5C 18 s 2 , ~l.,4 
ALPP a ALPP • ALPPl 
BETP BETP• AET2 
AlPPl • ALPPl + 1.0 
BQ • IB 
CALL DGAfl"'A IBC , RES , ERR I 
CP2 IIB I • I ALPP/IBETP • RES II• I DNK 111 I DNK IJll ••IB 
50 AET2 • AET2 +1.0 
SUMM "' O.C 
CSUM I 11 ,. 1.0 
CC 20 IS• 1, Nlfl4 
S "' IS 
IF lo IS • EQ. 1 ) GO TO 31 
Sl!"' • o.o 
DO 3 C IQ • 1, IS 
QS = IQ 
l~Q '"'IS -IC +1 
30 SU"' SUM + CPll ISQ I • CP2 C IQ ) 
CSUfl CIS ) • SUM• I 2.0 /CNKZClll••CIS -1 I 
31 CALL DGAflflA I GKP Ill + GKP IJ) + S + l~O , RES , ERR I 
20 SUMH = SUMM + CSUM flS I • RES I OLM CJ,J I•• IS 
19 IF C AB-1. I 21 ,22 ,22 
21 IF C CO -1.0 I 23 , 25 , 26 
23 CII,21 = C123 • SUMM 
GO TO 15 
25 BC II C 123 • SUMfl 
GC TC 15 
26 IF C I. GE • Nl-1 I GC TC 14 
126 01 I I Cl23 * SUMM 
GC TC 15 
22 IF I CD -1.0 27 ,2e, 15 
27 cc1,11 • Cl23 • SUMM 
GC TC 15 
28 Al II C123 • SU"'fl 
GO TO 15 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 18 DI llAC l 
0117 

































14 Oii i ., OoO 
15 CONTINUE 
IF I KoEOo2 I GO TO lC 
CC C 1, 2 I s C I I, 21 
CC 11 , 1 I ,. C 11, 1 I 
88 11 I ,. B 111 
12 CCllT I llUE 
10 CCII Tl NUE 
00 60 I = l, N UH 
Fl =I 
J -= I+ 1 
FJ = J 
Sl<l • OStPT 11 lo + ENK 111 I • 
SK2 • OStRTll lo - ENK 111 I * 
SPS Cll = ( SKl + SK2 I I SKl 
S .. S 111 •I SI< l - SI< 21 I SKl 
l.O t ENK I Jtl 
1.0 - EllK (Jtl 
YI ll = I AN - FI I * I AN - FI - lo I * SPS 111 
Yl Ill "Y Cll 
l 111 I ONI< 11 l + FI I • IONK I JI + FJ I • S PS 111 
W I II = I ONK I JI + F J l • I AN - FI I * S"S I 11 
Wl Ill sl CllK IJI - FJ I• SMS Ill• I AN- Fl I 
ll I II =I OllK 1·11 - Fl I •C ONI< IJI - FJ I • SPS Ill 
Tl Ill= llONKlll-FI I I •IAN-FJ I* SMS Ill 
T Ill= I Olll<lll+FI I •l~N - FJ I* SMS Ill 
Z 2 Ill 2.0 * ENK Ill *IAfl - Fl I• CNK Ill 
60 CCllTlllUE 
24 
DO 24 I= l, 111"1 
AV Ill= A Ill* Y Ill 
~y Ill =~Ill* Y Ill 
CY 11 I =C II , II * W II I 





+ e111 • Zl Ill 
+ Tiii • 0111 
0111 • Tl 111 
170 
171 
FORTRAI\ IV G LEVEL 18 DGAMMA 
0001 St.:BRCt.:TI NE CGAMMA xx,Gx, ERR I 
OC02 IMPLICIT REAL• 8 ( A-H • c-z I 
0003 COMMON CONP I CONM 
CCC4 CCMflCI\ Q 
OCO',i DIMENSION CONP 1101 , COflfl 1101 
OC06 CiflEflSJOfl CC61 • CONS 1101 OCC7 IF ( XX-57. I 6,6, 4 
0008 
" 
ERR ,. 2. 
ococ; GX s l. 0 75 
CClC RETURN 
0011 6 XsXX 
0Cl2 RR s 1.0 D - 10 
OC13 ERR" c.o 
0014 GX = 1.0 
OCl! IF ( X-2 • I 50. 50. 15 
OClt: 10 IF I x-2.0 I 110 • 110 • 15 OC17 15 x "x-1.0 
OClf GX ,. GX * X 
OCl'l GO TO 10 




OC22 IF ( )(-1. I 60 • 120 
' 
llC 
OC23 60 IF I X- PR I 62 • 62 • 80 OC24 62 'Y = AlC - )( 
0025 IF I 'Y. GE. O.O I GO TO ltC 
OOH AB -v 
OC27 GO TO B 
0028 40 AB " y 















OC32 BC GX = GX/X 
OC~? x = X• 1. 
CC34 CC TC 70 
OC3! 110 v = x-1. 
0036 GY .= -o.0514c;•no • v 
OC3 7 DC 111 K= l r 6 
OC3P 111 GY = I Q 11<1 .. G'Y • y 
003q GY = 1.0 + GY 
CC4 C GX = GX• GY 
OC4 l 120 RF.TURN 
OC42 130 ERR "' l • 
CC4? RElLRN 
CC44 ENO 





























































QCPE PROGRA~ NUMBER 62.1. SEPTE~BER, 1966. 
EIGfNVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS BY .GIVENS METHOD. 
CALCULATES EIGENVALUES AllO EIGENVECTORS OF REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
BY THE MCOIFIED GIVEhS METHOD. THE PARA~ETEPS ARE ••• 
hX CADER OF MATRIX 
llROOTX llUMBER CF PCOTS hANTEC. MOST NEGATIVE ROOTS ARE 
FOUND FIRST. IF NO ~ECTORS ARE hANTEO, ~AKE THIS 
NUMBER NEGATIVE. 
NJX RCW Ol~EllSICN CF VECT ARRAY. SEE 1 VECT• BELOW. 
NJX MUST BE NOT LESS THAN NX. 
FCRM, I.E. OCCUPYING NX•INX+ll/2 CONSECUTIVE 
LOCATIONS. 
a SCRATCH ARRAY USED BY GIVENS. MUST BE AT LEAST 
llX•5 CELLS• 
ROOT ARRAY TO HCLO THE EIGEllVALUES. ~LST BE AT LEAST 
NPOOTX CELLS LCNG. T~E NROOTX SMALLEST ROOTS ARE 
VECT 
CRDERED LARGEST FIRST IN THIS ARRAY. 
EIGENVECTOR ARRAY. EACH CCLU~N WILL HOLD 
EIGEllVECTCR FOR THE CORRESPONDING ROOT. 
OIMEllSIONEO ~ITH 1NJX 1 RCWS AllC AT LEAST 




ARE REQUESTEC lllEGATIVE NRODTXI. IN THIS LATTER 
CASE, THE ARCU~ENT VECT IS JUST A DU~MY, ANO THE 
STORAGE IS NOT USED. 
THE ARRAYS A AllD B ARE DESTRCYEC BY T~E CC~PUTATION. THE RESULIS 
APPEAR IN ROOT ANO VECT. 
THE CRIClllAL REFERENCE TO T~E GIVENS TECHNIQUE IS IN OAK RIDGE 
REPORT NUMBER ORNL 1574 IPHYSICSlt BY WALLACE GIVENS. 
T~E MET~OC AS PRESENTED IN THIS PROGRAM CONSISTS OF FOUR STEPS, 
FIRST, THE 11\PUT ~ATRIX IS RECUCEO TO TRICIAGONAL FORM BY THE 
:I CO~MENTS DELETED 
Cl~EllSICll BINX,511Alll,RCOTINROOTXl1VECTINJX1NROOTXI 
EQUIVALEllCE I TEMPol IEl"FI, IH,IT~I 
ETAJ IS A CONVERGENCE l IMIT USED TO DETERMINE WHEN THE ROOTS 
HAVE BEEi\ FCUllD TC SUFFICIENT ACCURACY. 
A ~ATRIX STCREO ev CCLUMNS IN PACKEC UPPER TRIAllGULAR 
ALL ~COIFICATIONS OF T~E ORIGINAL METHOD ••• 
THIS Ll~IT SHCULO BE ACJ~STEC TO PROVIDE ~AXIMUM ACCURACY ON 
A GIVEN COMPUTER, 
SUGGESTED TOLERANCES ••• 2.0E-8 FOR IBM 7090, UNIVAC llOB. 
l.CE-10 FOR CDC 3600. 
ETA=l .OD-10 
CELU = ETA 
SMALL=ETA•l.CD-3 
!DEGEN IS A FACTOR USED TO DETERMINE IF TWO ROOTS ARE CLCSE 
ENOUGH TO BE CONSIDEREC CEGENERATE FOR PURPOSES OF ORTHOGONALI-
ZING THEIR VECTORS. IF THE OIFFEREllCE BEThEEN ThO ACJACEllT 
RCOTS IS .Ill LEAST '!CHEN' FIGURES LESS THAN THE LARGEST ROOT 
IMAGNITLDEI, THEN ORTHCGC~ALIZATION WILL CCCUR, 
IOECEN "' 5 
StRT2 = l.4142135624 
N = N)( 
NROOT= IABSINROOTXI 
NJC ., NJX 
IF INROOT,EQ.01 GO TC 1001 
IF IN-11 1001, lDlD, 105 
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IF Ct.ROCTX.GT.OI VECTClell •l.O 
GO TO 1001 
CCf\T 111.UE 
NSIZE t.UMBER OF ElEfllEt.TS IN THE ARRAY 
NSIZE"' CN•CN+lll/2 
t.flll • N - 1 
t.fll2 = N - 2 
PRELIMINARY BUSINESS. SCALE THE MATRIX TO PREVENT OVERFLOWS. 
NOTE THAT If OVERFLOW CCCURS HERE, All IS LOST ••• 
HOhEVER, OVERFLCW IS CUITE Ut.LIKELV. 
AN APPROPRIATE TEST IS NOT INCLUDED, SINCE IBM'S FORTRAN IV 
CONTAINS NO EASY WAY CF TESTING FOR OVERFLOW. 
CONTINUE 
AllCPfll = O. 
J .. 1 
K : l 
CO 80 l=l,NSIZE 
IF Cl.NE.JI GC TC 81 
ANORM: ANORM + ACll••2/2. 
IC " IC+l 
J "' J+K 
GO TO 80 
ANCRfll = AllCRfll + ACll••2 
CONTINUE 
At.CPfll =CSCPTCANOPMl•SQRT2 
IF IANORfll .Ec.0.1 GC TC 1001 
SCALE MATRIX TO NORM OF l. CVERAll SCALE FACTOR IS At.CRfol. 
CC 91. l=l,llSllE 
ACll = Alll/ANORfll 
TRl[IA SECTION. 
TPICIAGCllALIZATION OF SYfllfllETRIC MATRIX 
ID : 0 
I A = 1 
IF lllfll2.EC.OI GC TC 201 
DO .2CO J-=l ,Nfll2 
J , COUllTS ROW OF A-MATRIX TO BE DIAGONALIZED 
IA START CF NON-CCOIAGCllAL ELEfllEllTS IN THE ROW 
IC INDEX OF COOIAGOllAL ELEMENT Qt. ROW BEING COOIAGONALIZEO. 
IA = IA+J+2 
IO=IO+J+l 
JP2 = J + 2 
SUH SQUARES CF NCt.-CCDIAGCllAL ELEMENTS JN ROW J 
11 = I A 
SUfll = 0 ,O 
00 100 l=JP2 ,t. 
SUH= SUM+ All11••2 
11=11+1 
Tfl'IP = AIIOI 
IF ISUM.CT.SMAlll GO TO llC 
llC TRANSFORMATION NECESSARY IF All THE NON-COOIAGONAL 
ELEMENTS ARE TINY. 
E!IJ, 11 = TEMP 
Al ICI = O.O 
GO TO 2CC 
NOW COMPLETE THE SUM OF OFF-CIAGONAL SQUARES 
SU"' =OSQRTISUH + TEHP••ZI 
NEW CODIAGONAL ELEfllEllT 
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FlllST NON-ZERO ELEMENT OF THIS W-VECTOR 
FCllM REST OF THE W-VECTOll ELEMENTS 
8(J+l121 =DSQATlll.O +CAeSCTEMPl/SUMl/2.01 
TEMP •CSIGNI0.5/leCJ+l121•SUMl,TEMPI 
II • IA 
CO 130 l=JP2 1 N 
eCl121 • Allll•TEMP 
11•11•1 
FORM P-VECTOR AND SCALAR. P-VECTOR • A-MATRIX•W-VECTOR. 
SCALAR·· W-VECTOA•P-VECTCP. 
AK "' O.O 
IC LCCAT ION OF NEXT C IAGONAL ELEMENT 
IC "' ID + 1 
Jl = J • l 
CC 190 l=Jl 1 N 
JJ = IC 
TEMP = O. 
CC 180 ll=Jl1N 
I RUNS OVER THE l\Cl\-ZERC P-ELEMENTS 
II RUNS OVER ELEMENTS OF W-VECTOR 
CHANGE INCllEMENTING MCCE AT T~E CIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
TEMP= TEMP+ 8lll,21•AIJJI 
If Ill.LT.II GO TO 210 
JJ = JJ + II 
GO TO 180 
JJ = JJ • l 
CONTl,..UE 
RUILC UP T~E K-SCALAR IAKI 
A~ = AK + TEMP•Bll,21 
Rll,11= TEl'!P 
MOVf IC TO TOP OF NEXT A-MATlllX 1ROW• 
IC = IC + I 
FORM THE 0-VECTOR 
CO 150 l=Jl,N 
a11,:.1 = 011,11 - Aoe11,21 
TRANSFORM THE REST OF THE A-MATRIX 
JJ START-1 OF T~E REST OF T~E A-MATRIX 
JJ = 10 
MOVE W-VECTOR INTO THE ClC A-MATlllX LOCATICNS TO SAVE SPACE 
I RU~S OVER T~E SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS OF THE W-VECTOR 
no 160 l=Jl ,,.. 
AIJJI = 1!11,21 
DC 1 70 11=J1 , I 
JJ = JJ • 1 
AIJJl=AIJJ>-2.0•1e11, 11•e111,21+e11,21•e111,111 
JJ = JJ • J 
CONTINUE 
MOVE LAST COOIAGONAL ELEME~T OUT INTO ITS PROPER PLACE 
CCl\TI l\UE 
BIN-1,lls AINSIZE-11 
All\SIZE -11 = O.O 
SHIFT All CCDIAGCNAL ElE~El\TS DOWN ONE PLACE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF FORWARD INDEXING 11.E. FIRST COOIAGONAL ELEMENT MUST eE ZEROI. 
oc 205 J=l,NMl 
N"'J = N - J 
BINMJ+l,11 = BINMJ1ll 
Bl loll = O. 
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STURM SECUENCE ITERATION TO OBTAIN ROOTS OF TRIDIAGOhAL FORM 
MOVE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS lhTC SECOND N ELE~ENTS OF B-VECTOR. 
THIS IS A MORE CONVENIENT INDEXlhG POSITION. 
OF 8-VECTCR FOR USE lh ST~RI' SEQUENCE EVALUATION. 
ALIMIT • 1.0 
JU~P.,l 
DO lC J•l1N 
BCJ121=ACJUMPI 
8CJ131 = 8CJ1ll••2 
J~MP=JUMP•J+l 
ROOTCll ~OlOS LOWER LIMIT CF EIGENVALUf I. 
811141 HCLDS UPPER lll'IT CF EIGENVALUE I. 
DO 310 lsl1NROCT 
RCCTCll ., -ALIMIT 
811141 = ULIMIT 
ISOLATE THE ROOTS. Sl'ALLESI IS SOUGHT FIRST. 
CO 330 l•l1NROCT 
IMPROVE THE TRIAL ROCT 
TRIAL= CROCTlll .. !111411•0.5 
IFCDA8Sl811 141-RCCTClll.LE.CELTAI GO TO 330 
FORM STURM SEQUENCE. 
THE TRIAL VALUE. 
NCl'TCH = l 
Fl = l.O 
S IGl\l=+t. 
00 :!60 J:l 1N 
CIAG = 8IJ121 - TRIAL 
IF IBCJ1ll.NE.O.IGO TO 410 
FC = DIAG•SIGNl 
CC TO 400 
FO = DIAC*fl 
IF IBIJ-ltll.NE.O.IGO TO 4:!C 
FO = FO - eCJ13l•SICN2 
GO TO 4CC 
FO ,-. FO - BIJ13l•F2 
IF "tFOI 450 14f>0147D 
SlGNO=SIGl\l 
CC TO 510 
IF IFO•SIGl\l.GT.0.01 GC TC 510 
GO TO 520 
SICl\O=tl. 
IF lfll 52014801510 
S IGN0=-1, 
IF lfll 510,480,520 
NCl'TCH = l\C~TCH + 1 
f2 = Fl 




ESTABLIS~ NEW BOUNOS FOR REMAINING ROOTS. 
DO 540 J=l1NRCCT 
IF IJ.GE.NOMTCHI GO TC 61C 
NEW UPPER BCUNC FOR T~IS ROOT 
81 J14l = Tiii Al 
GO TO 540 
NEh LOWER BOUNO FOR THIS ACCT 
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0140 610 
0141 540 
c 142 5C2 























































IF IROOTIJl.LT.TRIALI RCCTIJI a TRIAL 
CONTlNUE 
GO TC 500 
CONTINUE 
REVERSE THE ORDER OF THE EIGENVALUES, SINCE CUSTOM DICTATES 
'LARGEST FIRST•. 
NRT = NRCOT/2 
OC 10 l•loNRT 
SAVE" ROOTlll 
NMIPl = NROOT - I + l 
RCCTlll s RCOTIN"IPll 
ROOTINHIPll • SAVE 
TOLER• CMAXllDABSIROOTllll,OABSIROOTINROOTlll•l0.••1-IOEGENI 
TRIVEC SECTICN. 
EIGENVECTORS OF COOIAGCNAL FCR" 
CONTINUE 
QUIT NO~ IF NO VECTORS WERE llEQUESTEC. 
IF INROOJX.LT.OI GO TO 1C02 
SET INITIAL VALUES TO VECTORS TO TRY TO SOLVE THE 
DEGENERACY PROBLE~ FCR ~CST CASES. 
CO 15 l=l,N 
Al • I 
DO 15 J=l,NROOT 
VECTll,JI = l.O + Al•.C0~3l'lel3 
DON'T GET EXCITEO. THE CC~STANT IS JUST A FACTOR TO TRY TO 
DESTROY CYCLES IN THE STARTlt.G VECTCRSo THIS HELPS CUT THE 
ALGClllTHI" IN SOME CASES WIT~ MANY DEGENERACIES. 
DO lCC l=l,NROOT 
AllOOT = ROOT I JI 
CRTHCGONlllllE IF Tt-+E CIFFERENCE BETWEEN AOJACE.NT ROOTS IS 
AT LEAST 1 IOEGEN 1 FIGURES LESS THAN THE LARGEST ROOT IMAGNITUOEI. 
IF 11.EQ.1 I GO TO 710 
IFIOllf'SIRCCTll-11-ARCCTl.LE.TCLERI GO TO 720 
IA = -1 
IA = IA t 1 
ELl~l = Alli - ARCCT 
ELIM2 = Bl2,ll 
JUl'P = 1 
DO 750 J=l ,t.1"1 
JUMP = JUMP+J+l 
GET THE CORRECT PIVOT EQUATION FOR THIS STEP 
IFIOABSIELIMll•lT•OABSlf'IJ+l,1111 CC TC 760 
FIRST IELIMI EQUATION IS THE PIVOT THIS TIME 
IFIOABSIELll"ll.LE.OELTtl ELIM1 =C~IGNIOELTA,ELIMll 
BIJ,21 = ELIMl 
f'(J,31 = fll"2 
BIJ,41 = O. 
TE.MP = BIJ+l,11/ELIMl 
SAVE FACTOR FOR THE SECONC lTERATlON. HARK IT AS CASE l 
THIS HOCUS-POCLS WlTH TEMP-ITEl"P A"'O Tl"-lTI" lS JUST TO PLACE 
A FLAG BlT lN THE LOWER BIT POSlTION OF BIJ 1 51. THE CUMBROUS 
CODE IS BECAUSE IB~·s FCPTR~N IV DOES NOT ~AVE MASKING OPS. 
IT~ = I l TF.l"P/21•2 
etJ,51 = T" 
ELl~l = AIJU~Pl-ARCCT - TE~P•ELIM2 
ELIM2 = BIJ•2tll 
CC TC 750 
SECCt.D F.'UATION IS THE PlVOT THIS TlME. 
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0179 760 !IJ12J • BIJ+l,lJ 
01ec BIJ,31 • AIJUMPI - ARCCT 
0181 BIJ,41 • BIJ+2,ll 
0182 TEMP = ELIMl/BIJ+ltll 
C SAllE FACTOP FOR SECC~C ITERATION. MARK IT AS CASE 2 
0183 ITM = llTEMP/21•2 + l 
0104 ecJ,51 = TM 
018, ELIMl = ELIM2 - TEMP•BIJ 1 31 
0186 ELIM2 = -TEMP•BCJ+2tll 
Cl8i l5C CC~TINUE 
0188 IFIOABSIELIMll.LE.OELTAI ELIMI •OSIGNIDELTA 1 El1Mll 
0189 el~,21 = ELIMl 
Cl'H BIN ,31 ., C. 
0191 ecN,41 = o. 
Cl92 BIN-1,41 • O. 
019? ITER = 1 
Cl94 IF llA.~E.01 GO TO 800 
C BACK SUBSTITUTE TO GET T~IS VECTCR 
0195 790 L = N + 1 
C196 CO 180 J•l 1 N 
Cl9i L•L-1 
0198 180 VECTCL,11 =IVECTIL,11 - llECTIL+l,ll•BIL,31 - VECTIL+2,ll* 
X BIL,411/BIL,21 
Cl~~ GC TC IE2C,P.CCl,11FP 
C SECOND ITERATION. IBOTH ITERATICNS FOR REPEATEO-ROCT VECTCRSI 
0200 B2C ITER = ITER + 1 
0201 89C ELIMl = llECTCl,11 
0202 CO 830 J=l,NMl 
C2C~ TM • BIJ,51 
0204 ITEMP = MOCllTM,21 
0205 IF llTEMP.~E.01 GO TO 840 
C CASE ONE. 
0206 850 VECTIJ,11 = ELIMl 
0201 ELIMl = llECTIJ+l,11 - ELIMl•eCJ,51 
02oe GO TO 83C 
C OSJ TWO. 
C2C~ 84C llECTIJ,11 • VECTIJ+l,11 
021C ITEMP = llTM/21•2 
0211 ELIMl = ELIMl - VECTIJ+l,ll•TEMP 
C212 83C CCNTINUE 
021~ VECTIN,11 = ELIMl 
C214 GC TC 190 
C CRTHCGO~ALIZE THIS REPEATEC-RCOT VECTCR TO CTHERS WITH T~IS ROOT 
0215 800 IF llA.EQ.01 GO TO 885 
0216 CC 860 Jl=l,IA 
0211 K=l-JI 
0218 TEMP = O. 
0219 CC 870 J=l,N 
022C 8lC TEMP= TEMP + VECTIJ,ll*llECTCJ,KI 
0221 00 880 J=l,N 
0<22 88C llECTIJ,ll = VECTIJ,11 - TEMP•VECTCJ,KI 
022~ 860 CONTINUE 
0224 885 GO TO 1890,9001,ITER 
C ~ORMALIZE THE VECTOR 
022~ 900 TEMP = o. 
0226 CC 910 J=l,N 
0227 910 TEMP = TEMP + VECTCJ,11**2 
0228 TEMP= l.O/OSQRTITEMPI 













































00 920 J•l 0 N 




ROTATE CODIAGONAL VECTCRS l~TO VECTCRS CF CRIGINAL ARRAY 
LOOP OVER ALL THE TRANSFOR,..ATION VECTORS 
IF IN"2 .EQ.01 GC TC 1002 
JUMP z NSIZE - IN+ll 
I" "' NIH 
00 950 l=l,NMZ 
Jl • JUMP 
MCVE A TRANSFORMATION VECTOR OUT INTO BETTER INDEXING POSITION. 
00 955 J.,l,..,N 
ecJ.n .. AIJll 
Jl .. Jl + J 
"'ODIFY All REQ.lJESTED HClCRS. 
CO 960 K=l,NROOT 
lE"P • O. 
FORM SCALAR PRODUCT CF TRANSFOA,..ATICN VECTOR WIT~ EIGENVECTOR 
CO 970 J=I,..,N 
TE"P z TE"P + BCJ,21•VECTIJ,KI 
TE"'P z TEMP + TEMP 
CC 980 J=lll,N 
VECTIJ,KI = VECTIJ,KI - lEl'P•BCJ,21 
CONTINUE 
Jl:"P z JUllP - Ill 
IM = IM - l 
CONTINUE 
RESlCRE ROCTS TO THEIR PRCPER SIZE. 
00 95 lzl,NROOT 





ZN F in Volts/Meter Dirac (Meter) -1 Luden (Meter) -1 
2 5 1 I 1 O,ICC4000COCCOCOCOO 07 0.61327341533685100 03 0.61328765340172690 03 
2 5 l l 2 0.10040000000000000 07 Oo463Cl892262650650 03' 0.46302551123453300 03 
2 l l 3 C.lOC4COOOOOOOOOOOO 07 0.30202411987213420 03 0.30203C4026242@ll0 03 
2 5 l l 4 0.10040000000000000 01 0.14295027852780180 03 0.14295319559262130 03 
2 5 l l 5 0.10040000000000000 07 -C.17054975l343205EO 02 -C,17053~87858565150 02 
2 5 l l 6 O,lCC4COOCCOOOCCCOO 07 -0.17852496952144430 03 -0.17852541801612820 03 
2 l 1 7 0.10040000000000000 01 -C,34C85385825Cl9330 03 -C.34085706046386620 03 
2 l l 8 0,10040000000000000 07 -0.50156103696417990 03 -C.50156~76896598560 03 
2 1 1 9 OolOC4COOCCCCCCCCOO 07 -0,67487043240899220 03 -0.67488189590023830 03 
2 2 l l 0.30120000000000000 07 O.l8978296918C75C70 04 C.18978708421150220 04 
2 2 l 2 C.30120000000000000 07 0.14269761808370240 04 o.14269~37708149660 04 
2 2 I 3 C,3Cl2000CCOOOOOOOO 07 0.94469205956277440 03 0,94470@12000241130 03 
2 5 2 l 4 0.30120000000000000 07 0,46429401805694210 o~ C.46430C59339664880 03 
2 2 l 5 0.3Cl2COOCCCOCCCOOO 07 -0.17062362487660720 02 -0.17060682500945400 02 
2 5 2 1 6 0,30120000000000000 07 -0,499f4493C21E43720 Cl -C,49984845156432130 03 
2 2 l 7 0,30120000000000000 07 -0,98355370875913650 03 -C,98356f71520438980 03 
2 2 l e 0,3Cl2000CCOOOOOOOO 07 -C.14654887033274860 04 -0.14655044632435310 04 
2 5 2 1 9 0.10120000000000000 07 -0.19594414897502870 04 -C.19594798920284960 04 
2 1 1 C.5020COOOOOCOCCCOO 07 0.31831075033780660 04 0.31831755527262580 04 
2 5 3 l 2 0,5020COOCCOOOOOOOO 07 C,23910478881481100 04 0.21910161122501010 04 
2 5 3 1 3 o,502ooooocoooooooo 07 0.15874138453707560 04 C,15874~96702577360 04 
2 5 l 4 o.sc2ccooccccccccoo 07 0.78565578576107510 03 c.78566~39415204900 03 
2 5 3 l 5 0,5020000COOOOOCOOO 07 -0.17062755199614910 02 -C.17061101756757120 02 
2 l 6 C,5C2CCOOOOOOOOOOOC 07 -O,A2120473013469C2C 03 -C.82121164360526C2D 03 
2 3 I 7 0,5020000CCOOOOOOOO 07 -C,16262781180143360 04 -0.16263C06360ll64l0 04 
2 3 l 8 0.50200000000000000 07 -0,242955813819752CD 04 -C.24295E5245327C930 04 
2 5 I 'l 0,5C2CCCOCCCCCCCCOO 07 -0.3244720405055210C 04 -0.32447f57594627420 04 
2 5 4 l l o.102ecooccccoocooo 07 C.44684884067685340 04 0.44685830360199320 04 
2 4 l 2 o.1c20coooooooooooo 07 0,3355137C86l341710 C4 C.33551772511636370 04 
2 4 l 3 C,7C2BCCCCCCCCCCOOO 07 0.22301421779103110 04 0.22301774480422030 04 
2 5 4 l 4 o.1020coooooooooooo 07 C,110702111223246~0 C4 0.11070~40464096510 04 
2 4 1 5 o.102ecooodoooooooo 07 -0.17062883310485630 02 -C,17061269683297720 02 
2 5 4 1 6 o.102ecoocooooooooo 01 -C,11425693958350450 04 -0.11425194087403920 04 
2 5 4 l 1 0.70280000000000000 07 -0.22690073219307230 04 -C.22690~90588212760 04 
:1 4 l e o.1c20ccoccococccco 07 -0.33936466774051080 04 -0.33936E483911C5890 04 
2 5 4 l 9 o.102ecooopooocooori 07 -0,453ClCl583l5AB300 04 -C,45301935971023050 04 
2 l l 0,9036COOOCOOOOOOOO 07 0.57539035049765370 04 0,57540<50070081C90 04 
2 I 2 0.90360000COOOOOOOO 07 0,43192318804361850 04 0.43192833132233930 04 
2 l 3 0.90360000COOOOOOOO 07 0,28728725962CA4720 C4 C,28729172983868050 04 
2 1 4 0.9036CCOCCCCCCOOOO 07 0.14283871562073470 04 Ool4284C34029324540 C4 
2 I 5 0,90360000COOOOOOOO 07 -C,17063C504246AOllD 02 -C,17061489884974430 02 
2 l 6 0.90360000000000000 07 -O,l463935469l305210 04 -C.14639485949755180 04 
2 I t 0.9C36CCOCCCCCCCCCD 07 -0.2911737772724358C 04 -0.29117793538202530 04 
2 l e 0.9036COOOCOOOOOOOD 07 -0.43577411979001480 04 -0.43577904275560280 04 
2 1 9 0,9036COOOCOOOOOOOC 07 -0,58155170402503510 04 -C,58156~57271668960 04 
2 t 1 l C.11C4400CCCCCCCCCO 08 0.7039334082996472C 04 0.703948244474A981C 04 
2 5 6 I 2 0.11044000000000000 08 0.5283329556971C9CO 04 C.52833919383927710 04 
2 f 1 3 0.11044000000000000 08 0.35156036999083590 04 0.35156~8126940Cl90 04 
2 6 1 4 O,llC4400CCCOOOOOOO 08 C.174975413704523eD 04 0.17497736830897630 04 
2 6 1 5 O,llC44000000000000 08 -0.170t29473B6410080 02 -C.17061~53205998980 02 
2 t I 6 O,ll0440CCCCOOCOOOO 08 -0.17853019397025930 04 -0.17853188033695330 04 
2 6 l 7 0.11044000000000000 08 -0.355446€981645C7CO C4 -0,35545<Cll4329l780 04 
2 t l e C.llC44000000000000 08 -0.53218386732728680 04 -0,53218S92902671450 04 
2 5 6 l 9 O.llC4400CCCOOOOOOO 08 -C.71009477489967830 04 -0,71010~3122370075C 04 
2 5 1 1 I 0.13052000000000000 08 0.832477335994225CO 04 C.832494826241~3190 04 
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